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Abstract 

On-fine auctions represent a unique form of e-Commerce that employs an 

arbitrated pricing method for the sale of goods. The challenges of designing 

such systems motivated the objective of this thesis: to create an on-line auction 

model that can be extended to rneet different trading requirements. 

The thesis presents an Object Oriented Analysis of the on-line auction domain in 

terms of Information, State and Process. The information analysis identifies 

pertinent objects frorn which an Information Model of on-line auctions is 

developed. The state analysis abstracts the behavior of these objects by 

defining their relevant States, events and transitions. From this analysis, an 

Object Communication Model portraying object hierarchy and control exhibited 

by on-line auctions is created. Finally, the process analysis identifies the 

processing units associated with the actions of each object. Using this analysis, 

an Object Access Model that provides a global view of processing in on-line 

auctions is constructed. 



Executive Summary 

On-line auctions represent a unique form of ecommerce that uses an arbitrated 

pricing method for the sale of goods or services. The growth of on-line auctions 

has been phenomenal over the last four years and is expected to continue 

expanding into a great variety of markets. Perhaps the most striking 

characteristic of on-line auctions has been their development as virtual trading 

communities. On-line auctions have independently evolved with their own type 

of products and 'brand'. Different on-line auctions feature different types of 

traders and a variety of trading rules, settlernent terms, commission structures 

and other electronic market reqoirements. 

These observations motivated the research for this thesis: the creation of an on- 

line auction mode1 that may be easily etaborated or extended to meet the needs 

of various on-line auction communities. One method of doing this is through an 

Object Oriented approach in which reusable components or objects are used to 

abstract the pertinent concepts of the domain being studied. Such an Object 

Oriented Analysis is presented in this thesis by breaking down the on-line auction 

dornain into three components: Information, State and Process. 

The information analysis is used to identify on-line auction objects and their 

attributes, which enables one to create an Information Model of on-line auctions. 

The state analysis identifies the behavior of objects in the on-line auction by 

defining their relevant States, events and transitions. Hence, allowing one to 

eventually create an Object Communication Model that demonstrates the type of 

object hierarchy and control exhibited in an on-line auction. Finally, the process 

analysis demonstrates the variety of procedures and rules required using Data 

Flow Diagrams. This subsequently permits modeling using an Object Access 

Model, which provides one with a global view of processes in on-line auctions. 



The thesis goes on to describing the manner in which the results of the analysis 

and modeling may be implernented. This is followed by a description of the 

benefits of Object models for on-line auctions in terms of their flexibility, 

independence, portability and reusability. Finally, some of the limitations inherent 

in using an Object Oriented approach are explained. 

In short, the contribution made by this thesis has been to use an established 

Object Oriented methodology in the analysis and modeling of the relatively new 

domain or field of e-Commerce. more specifically, on-line auctions. Such a 

contribution of creating component-based commerce models becomes very 

useful as organizations continue to integrate e-Commerce practices into their 

businesses. Ultimately, organizations could develop e-Commerce resource 

libraries that are composed of reusable and extendible components, thus 

enabling a highly flexible and dynamic electronic market mechanism. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction and Thesis Objectives 

1.1 Pricing in Commerce Systerns 

In any commercial market system, whether physical or electronic, a trade 

transaction may be generally divided into three typical stages: Information. 

Pricing and Settlement [Il. The information stage represents the process of 

gathering information with regards to the product or service that one is interested 

in buying or selling. 

The pricing stage of a trade transaction constitutes the mechanism or the "rules 

of interaction" that aflow the parties involved to reach a consensus on the price of 

the item being sold (11. Traditionaily. there are three methods that have been 

ernployed in the pricing stage. These are: 

i. 

. . 
I 1. 

iii. 

Fixed Price - In this method the seller posts the price of the item and the 

buyer has no power to change it. The buyer simply rnakes the decision to 

buy or not to buy. This method is the one that consumers are mostly 

aware of in western countries [2]. 

Private Treaty - In this scheme, the price is subject to negotiation and the 

buyer and seller are expected to negotiate. The price may initially be 

specified or may be suggested by either party involved. In any case. 

adjustments are made until a compromise is agreed upon. The private 

treaty method is very common in many Third World countries at the retail 

level. In the West, this method is mainly used at pre-retail stages of the 

supply chain [2]. 

Cornpetitive Bidding - This method of pricing entails the use of an auction 

for the sale of a particular item or service [2]. An auction may be defined 

as a market system that allocates lots (items for sale) by competition of 



traders adhering to a prescribed set of rutes [2]. The auction may involve 

buyers who are competing amongst each other by continually raising the 

price. Conversely. an auction may also have sellers who are competing 

with one another by posting lower prices. This type of pricing method is 

used throughout the world. subject to variations in rules and procedures 

from one market to the other. 

In the case of e-commerce systems, on-line traders can use any one of these 

three pricing methods. The third stage or seulement refers to the process by 

which the seller and buyer agree upon the method of payment and shipment of 

the item that is sold [Il. 

This thesis will focus on the use of the cornpetitive bidding method at the prÎcing 

stage in what has become computer based lnternet accessed on-line auctions. 

The next sections will provide the reader an overview of on-line auctions. 

1.2 Introduction to On-line Auctions 

E-Commerce may be defined as commerce that is conducted by sharing 

information, using a variety of electronic technologies. among buyers and sellers 

located over a wide geographic area [3]. On-line auctions may be considered a 

subset of e-Commerce that uses auctioning methods at the pricing stage. In this 

thesis, the focus will be on lnternet auctions held over a pre-specified time 

interval. Such on-line auctions are usually conducted from a Web site connected 

to the World Wide Web (although on-line auctions may be held on proprietary 

networks or Intranets). In addition, the term "on-line auction* is understood to 

encompass al1 the different types of auction mechanisms. In other words. one 

does not distinguish between an English, Dutch or Japanese auction conducted 

on-line. 



The rise of on-line auctions as an e-Commerce lnternet phenomenon has k e n  

quite remarkable over the last nurnber of years. Currently there are hundreds of 

sites that offer on-line auctions on the Web. The largest of them have only been 

in operation for three or four years, most for less than a year, and some have 

since become publicly traded companies with market capitalization in the billions 

of dollars. Most prominent amongst these companies are e-Bay [4], Onsale 151, 

AuctionUniverse 161, uBid [7] and Bid.com International [8]. 

The on-line auction has become a real factor in the e-business world- Even 

such traditional 'fixed-price' web sites as Amazon.com 19) and Cybershopper 

[l O] have recently implemented their own on-Iine auctions. Further studies, such 

as the Forrester Research report, predict the on-line auction industry to reach 

over $50 billion American dollars by year 2002 (1 11. This research also predicts 

that the on-line auction percentage of e-Commerce will rise from 12% in 1998 to 

29% by 2002 [ I l  l. 

1.2.1 Benefits of On-line Auctions 

The questions that come to mind, at this point, are what are the attractions or 

advantages behind on-line auctions over other modes of selling goods? What are 

the reasons that have propelled these Web sites to such popularity on the 

Internet? Naturally the many buyers and sellers of on-line auctions have their 

own reasons for conducting this type of e-Commerce. The main reasons for 

using on-line auctions are summarized as: 

i .  lnteractivity - on-line auctions, unlike fixed price e-commerce, offer a 

unique type of 'shopping experience'. The nature of the on-line auction 

Web sites offer e-Commerce cornbined with the interactive features of the 

Internet. These interactive features include the ability to buy and seIl 

products, chat with others etc. In a sense, the on-line auction may be 



viewed in many ways as an on-line e-Commerce 'game' that includes the 

excitement of winning and shopping at the same time. 

. . 
II. Bargaining hunting - on-line auctions may be regarda as a very effective 

way to find a bargain. Sellers can simply post products to an essentially 

worldwide audience, eam extra money, clear excess inventories etc. In 

other words, the on-line auction provides an inexpensive and efficient 

channel to display and seIl a product [12]. Frorn the buyets point of view. 

the prices achieved in on-line auctions are often very much discounted 

from regular prices. This channel allows traders a greater chance of 

obtaining a bargain than in the case of the fixed price system (121. 

. . . 
I I I .  Product variety - on-line auctions give buyers the ability to have access to 

a variety of goods that rnay, otherwise. be essentially impossible to reach. 

The breadth of goods may include collectibles, used computers, real 

estate. cars and so on. What is interesting, is that one observes that 

many of the items that have not found success though fixed price e- 

Commerce have enjoyed much more success with auction pricing e- 

Commerce. Part of this reason may well lie behind the parties' inability to 

put a "fair" price on such items as a Beanie doll, an antique or an 

autographed baseball. In any case, on-line auctions have also enjoyed 

success with "traditional' products sold by fixed price e-Commerce such 

as books, hardware and software. 

iv. Community - Another feature that is quite different form fixed price e- 

Commerce is the appearance of virtual 'trading communities' whose 

members have become quite fiercely loyal to them. Although there are 

many similarities between on-line auctions, each has developed their own 

set of market rules and mechanisms that are tailored towards the products 

and services they feature. The development of these on-line auction 

communities goes hand in hand with the virtual community structure that 



has been adopted by lnternet users especially over the last few years. 

Such structures include discussion groups, mailing lists and chat roorns 

tailored towards specific types of products and traders- 

v. Charity - this is a relatively new, yet more and more frequent motivation. 

behind on-line auctions [12]. Many of the on-line auction Web sites are 

conducting Chafity Auctions to raise money for various global causes. 

1.2.2 Economic Effects of On-line Auctions 

As rnentioned, on-line auctions represent a major portion of e-Commerce 

activities and are forecasted to experience significant growth. It is thus 

imperative that there is a clear understanding of the econornic impacts that this 

form of commerce may have. Due to the reiatively recent introduction of on-line 

auctions, it is hard to predict what their impact may be- However, a number of 

possible effects are: 

i. Profitability - on-line auctions give traders, both individuals and 

companies, access to a relatively inexpensive channel that allows them to 

seIl their goods in an efficient manner requiring little effort besides entering 

the appropriate information. This could represent a significant reduction in 

the costs previously incurred in selling these products [ I l ] .  Moreover, a 

greater range of potential buyers could be attracted due to the global 

nature of the on-line auction. This translates into extra cash and 

increases in revenues. 

. . 
II. Distribution channels - on-tine auctions could represent a new distribution 

channel for a variety of products and services. This channel could have 

the effect of supporting other channels or competing with them. For 

example, certain distribution channels may remain intact while the on-line 

auction is used solely as an efficient method for specialized sales such as 



last minute offerings or overstocked items. On the other hand, on-line 

auctions may act as substitutes to certain distribution channels and 

compietely or partially replace them. 

iii. Pricing - on-line auctions could place pricing pressures on the same or 

similar products being sold using other distribution channels 1121. The 

lower prices and deals that can be potentially created by on-line auctions 

can lead to price erosion in the overall market. 

iv. Specialized markets - on-line auctions may support markets with distinct 

product segmentations. The reason for this is that this type of commerce 

can enable sellers to approach a global buying presence that has very 

specific interests. As opposed to other channels, on-line auctions have 

the potential to generate high volume sales even for a very segmented 

product [12]. On-line auctions can thus become the basis for many new 

specialized markets [13]. 

1.2.3 Limitations of On-line Auctions 

ln addition to their benefits and effects, it is important to look at some of the 

limitations of on-line auction markets. Perhaps the most prominent of these 

[imitations are: 

i. Product Access - On-line auctions do not usually allow one to physically 

see the lots that are being placed for sale. Instead, many on-line auctions 

provide photographs and other multi-media representations of these lots. 

However, as in the case of real estate or certain collectible items, the 

buyer might require a more through examination in order to place a high 

bid or at least, retying on a trusted third Party. 



ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

Fraud - On-fine auctions provide a better opportunity for fraudulent when 

compared with traditional physical auctions. Such activities may involve 

lot misrepresentation, insecure trading settlements, auction rings etc. 

Popular on-line auctions have attempted to address fraud by means of 

setting rigorous institutional policies and the use of various secure 

technologies. However, even the most successful on-line auctions face a 

certain arnount of fraud. 

Downtime - The reliance of on-line auctions on Information Technology 

make it susceptible to any malfunctioning or glitches in the system. Good 

examples here are the recent series of crashes of the +Bay system. 

Such downtirnes tend to cause trader frustration and reduces their belief in 

the reliability of the on-line auction as a sales channel, 

Auction Time - Unlike a physical auction, which is usually over in a short 

period of tirne, an on-line auction may take a few days or even weeks. 

This naturally slows down the market lifecycle and may not be useful for 

products that require immediate liquidation. Another concern is that the 

cornpetitive environment in an on-line auction may become less dynamic 

than their traditional counterparts due to these extended auction periods. 

One finds that typical on-line auctions feature very Iittle activity for the 

majority of the auction un!il the termination time nears and the traders 

begin to bid up or down the p r ie  in a rapid manner. On-line auction 

market activity could be therefore limited, in practical terms, to a short 

period of time. This means that unless one is available for that period of 

time and has a fairly quick lnternet connection. he or she may not be able 

to place their bids properly. In short, on-line auctions can become 

dependent on a very short interval of tirne although they are conducted 

over a much ionaer mriod. 



1.2.4 Types of On-line Auction Markets 

Perhaps the most striking aspect of on-line auctions is their diversity and their 

potential applications to a great number of markets. There are many ways in 

which one can classify on-line auctions currently on the Internet: by the types of 

products offered; method of operation; and geographical coverage. The types of 

products sold in on-line auctions may be divided into two general categories: 

i, Products in excess supply - On-line auctions may be used in the case of 

products that have a greater supply than demand for them. Many such 

products are considered perishable whose value may decrease 

significantly or drop to zero if they are not sold in time [13]. For example. 

Cathay Pacific features on-line sealed-bid auctions for airline tickets on a 

daily basis [14]. The reason for such auctions is that the value of airline 

seats drops to zero if they remain ernpty as soon as the plane takes off. 

Travelbids is another example of an on-line auction Web site in the travel 

industry [15]. The lots featured by this Web site are travel packages- The 

site uses what it calls a 'reverse auction" where a buyer posts the price 

that he or she is prepared to pay and travel package suppliers post their 

potential offers. The lowest offer or the closest one to the buyer's price 

wins the auction. 

ii. Products in excess demand - shortages in the availability of certain 

products could also lead to the creation of on-line auction markets [13]. 

Many such markets feature products that are considered rarê and have 

buyers ready to bid up the price. For example, Currans Select Auction is 

a Web site that is dedicated to the auction of sports memorabilia [16]. 

Cyberhorse.com is an on-line auction where one rnay purchase al1 things 

equestrian ranging from live horses to stud breeding services [17]. 

Special used equipment could be found at PlanetTest.com, which is a 

market catering to the testing and scientific industries. Much of the 



equipment sold are used machinery that would be quite expensive if 

bought brand new [18]. Even guns have found a market in on-line 

auctions such as those conducted by Gun6roker.com (191. Finally, new 

items that do not have a market in the physical world may be traded in on- 

line auctions. A good example is DomainAuction.com, which is an on-line 

auction for lnternet domain names [20]. 

The second type of classification for on-line auction markets is their Method of 

Operation. This may be described as the 'business modei' which the on-line 

auction adopts. There are a number of varieties here: 

i. Interrnediary - In this method of operation, products are not consigned to 

the on-line auction. The market acts as a meeting space for traders who 

are interested in disposing of or buying products. For example, any 

person who wished to sel1 a particular item may post it on *Bay where it 

is sold under the English Auction [4] rules. Another intermediary on-line 

auction is BidnAsk, which is modeled after a stock exchange using the 

Double Auction (211 methodology. 

.. 
I I .  Supplier Affiliated - In this type of on-line auction, products are procured or 

consigned to the on-line auction. In other words, the on-line auction does 

not act simply as an agent but acquires title to the goods and resells them 

by means of an auction. OnSale uses this method to seIl a variety of 

refurbished cornputer and electronic equipment [5]. Another example is 

the BrentWood Wine Company, which uses on-line auctions to seIl fine 

wine from affiliated producers' [22]. 

Finally, on-line auction markets could be divided according to their geographical 

coverage. This may appear to be an irrelevant point since on-line auctions are 

held on the lnternet and, therefore, may be accessed from any part of the world. 

However, certain products are not suited for a global market [13]. For example. 



in the case of used automobiles, the overseas shipping expenses may greatly 

increase the overall cost. Such products as used automobiles and used 

cornputers are more cost-effective in local on-line auction markets. 

1 -3 Thesis Objectives 

The previous sections have demonstrated that there is a real and growing 

demand for a wide variety of on-line auctions. As has been shown. some of 

these on-line auctions are simply virtuai parallels to existing traditional auctions 

whilst others have created unique systems to address new markets- As a result, 

one can expect. and as research suggests, the on-line auction industry will 

continue to enjoy substantial or even dynamic growth in years to corne [ I l ] .  

One may also forecast that various organizations and communities will focus on 

conducting customized on-line auctions that meet their branding, product and 

consumer requirements. Therefore, the first objective of this thesis is to try to 

understand what these user requirements are. Once these requirements have 

been identified, it will become evident what type of flexibility is needed in on-line 

auction systems. As a result, the second objective of this thesis is also to present 

a model of an on-line auction that can be easily configured to meet the trading 

requirements of a particular organization or community. 

1.4 Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents the user 

requirement analysis of on-line auctions, including pricing mechanisms, response 

time, security etc. Once the user requirements have been established, the thesis 

conducts an Object Oriented analysis of the on-line auction domain in Chapters 

3.4 and 5. The aim of this analysis is to identify the informational, behavioral and 

processing components found in on-line auctions. Chapter 3 focuses on the 

Information Analysis by identifying on-line auction objects and data attributes. 



Chapter 4 performs a state analysis by taking each of the objects and tracing 

them through their lifecycles. The actions that constitute these lifecycles 

establish the processing that would go on in an on-line auction. This processing 

is the focus of the analysis given in Chapter 5. 

The resuits of this analysis are translated into an Object Oriented Model 

presented in Chapter 6. This mode1 is divided into three components that depict 

the Information, State and Process aspects of on-line auctions. Finaliy, Chapter 7 

concludes the thesis with suggestion for future work, recommendations and 

general conclusions. 



Chapter 2: The On-line Auction System & User Requirements 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins with a number of sections that provide a concise description 

of the on-line auction system architecture cornmon to alf on-line auction markets. 

The architectural model presented here is represented as four distinct layers, 

each serving a specific function and entailing particular types of technologies. 

These layers have been identified in this thesis as: Internet Infrastructure, User 

Interface, Database and Market Model. The goal is to give the reader a good 

understanding of the generic components needed to construct an on-line auction 

system operating on the Internet. 

After this description of the system architecture, the chapter proceeds to provide 

a user requirernent analysis of on-line auction systems. The aim is to identify the 

specific measurernent criteria and performance issues that buyers and sellers 

require in order to use such a system. The user requirement analysis is 

conducted by means of taking each of the specific layers of the on-line auction 

system architecture and determining what user requirements exist at that layer. 

2.2 On-line Auction System Architecture 

In examining existing Internet on-line auctions, one soon realizes that there are a 

number of subject rnatters or domains that are relevant in their design. These 

subject matters include both information technology and auction mechanism 

knowledge. As a result. the strategy used in this chapter involves breaking 

down the on-line auction architecture into separate components or layers and 

providing descriptions for each one- 

As with any information system, on-line auctions are essentially composed of a 

conglomeration of a number of hardware and software technologies. The author 



has identified four generally distinct layers that together form an on-line auction 

system. These four layers are referred to in this thesis as lnternet Infrastructure, 

Database, User Interface and Market Model. The foliowing sections will provide 

an analysis of each of these layers and explain their significance and methods of 

operation. 

2.2.1 lnternet Infrastructure 

This layer may be describecl as the underlying technology foundation upon which 

an on-Iine auction would rest. In other words, this is the IT infrastructure where 

the on-line auctionç' contents, transactions, rules etc. would be found. This layer 

is the electronic counterpar? of the traditional face-to-face auction location. 

lnstead of using an auction house, a farmer's field or a fishing port as the auction 

locale, the on-line auction uses cyberspace. 

The infrastructure technology utilized by on-line auctions may include a 

proprietary network however this thesis makes the assumption that the on-line 

auction would be held on the Internet. More specifically, using the World Wide 

Web, which is a hypemedia environment that represents a combination of 

different Information Technologies such as, advanced client-serve? architectures, 

low cost communications, platform independent software etc [12]. This 

assumption means that this lnternet Infrastructure layer would be composed, in 

some way or another, of a centralized on-line auction server connected by the 

lnternet and user operated browser to multiple clients worldwide. 

In architecting any on-line auction system, the lntemet Infrastructure would be, 

more or less, the same. In fact, this layer does not necessarily have to be 

designed specifically for the needs of on-line auctions. For ewmple, an lntemet 

Infrastructure layer that allows people to play on-line garnes or conduct on-line 

chats can be sufficient for on-line auction purposes. Most organizations or 

comrnunities that wish to add on-line auction capabilities to their lnternet 



presence usually support some form of this lnternet Infrastructure layer to varying 

degrees of sophistication. As a result, this thesis will not focus on building or 

constructing this layer and will assume that it is already present. 

2.2.2 User lnterface 

This layer is the interface that bridges traders with the on-line auction system. It 

rnay also be described as the graphical front end, which appears on the client 

side- In accordance with the assumption of an lnternet infrastructure, the User 

lnterface layer would 'fit inton the lnternet browser on the client's desktop or 

workstation. The existence of such a layer acts, in a sense, as a virtual trading 

floor where buyers and sellers meet. This may be compared to "real" auction 

rooms, which are the meeting places for traders. 

The User lnterface layer represents what may be referred to as the on-line 

auction market transparency. This essentially refers to the amount of information 

that is transparent to the various parties using the on-line auction system (131. 

Market transparency may be divided into two types: Trader View and Market 

View [13]. The first, Trader View, represents the information provided by and to 

traders in the market, Naturally, the Market View is the Information provided by 

on-line auction market to their traders. There are certainly many variations on 

the level of complexity of these views. 

As for the technologies that are used to construct the User lnterface layer, they 

usually are a combination of software scripting tools such as HTML, PERL, CGI 

and Javascript. Again. as is the case with the lnternet Infrastructure, these 

technologies are consistent from one on-line auction system to the other. No 

more specialty software is needed to construct an on-line auction GUI than is 

needed for an on-line news service or an interactive Web site. Therefore, the 

design of such a layer is not the concern of this thesis since it deals with 



graphical user concepts and technologies that are not necessarily specific to on- 

line auctions. 

The database layer could be described as the database backend of the on-line 

auction system. It provides the database capabilities required for storing and 

accessing data on individual auctions, traders, lots etc. The database layer is, 

naturally, very important since it can provide information on the economic 

behavior of the on-line auction market. For example, one may be able to query a 

database with such questions as how many people are buying product ABC? Is 

there a difference in the number of bids coming in during the day and those 

coming in during the night? Does product XYZ consistently beat its reserve 

price? Etc. The answers to such questions are vital for understanding trends and 

being able to forecast on-line auction markets. 

The technology used to construct the database layer is comprised of specific 

database application software. Such software is usually based upon and makes 

use of relational and object-oriented data base concepts. The most pop ular of 

such software are. amongst others, SQL and ORACLE. This layer would usually 

reside centrally on the on-line auction server. However, the database may be 

designed in a more distributed fashion if that is desired. 

In any case, as with the User Interface, the database back end is a layer that is 

independent of the fact that it serves an on-line auction system. The technology 

used is certainly not specific to on-line auctions and is applied in most on-line 

systems. The database layer may differ from one on-line auction to another, it is 

however consistent in its use and generic structure. As a result, this thesis will 

not, once again, focus on the design of this layer of the on-line auction system. 



2.2.4 Market Model 

This is the layer, which may be said to define the regime of the on-line auction. 

In other words, it provides the various policies that the service provider or market 

adrninistrator imposes upon the on-line auction. Examples of such policies are 

the different price determination rules, trade execution procedures, commission 

structures, trade settlements etc. The market model plays an important role in 

defining the behavior of traders and the market mechanisrn itself. One can Say 

that the physical counterpart of the market model layer is the auctioneer h o s e  

role is also to provide the institutional setting for the auction. 

The market model layer may be described as being the 'economic engine' of the 

on-line auction system. In a sense, this is a technology in its own right since it 

provides the market with the methodologies and mechanisms to be employed by 

the on-line auction. For example, a particular market model may be programmed 

as an English Auction with a flat fee commission. Another on-line auction may 

be a Sealed-bid auction where there is no commission, but a listing fee is 

charged. 

This layer could be built by using a high-level procedural or Object Oriented 

language such as FORTRAN, C, C u  or JAVA. The software code would usually 

run centrally on the on-line auction server. However, the layer could be designed 

in a more distributed manner so as to incorporate certain components of the 

software on the clients' machines and others on the server side. 

As opposed to the other layers, the market model layer is exclusive to the on-line 

auction system. It is unique to such systems and is not necessary for the 

operation of other on-line applications. Therefore, this thesis will focus primarily 

on the analysis and modeling of this layer since it provides one with the greatest 

insights into the possible design strategies for on-line auction systems. Thus. the 



to be presented in thesis could be said to be essentially a representation of this 

layer. 

2.3 User Requirernents Analysis 

The purpose of a user requirement analysis of an on-line auction system is to 

identify the features/functions that a consumer or a business would want to have 

present in an on-line auction. In this thesis, the user requirement analysis will be 

conducted for each of the four system architecture layers presented in the 

previous sections. In doing sol the analysis wili attempt to determine the key 

components, which are considered vital in on-line auction system design. 

In any case, the resources used in this requirement analysis stem from both 

literature reviews and personal observations made by investigating on-line and 

"real" auctions. The Iiterature reviews included a number of books and papers 

published on the topic of auctioning. Whilst, the on-line observations were made 

by visiting (surfing) a number of selected on-line auction sites. Finally, the 

physical auctions attended were local stamp, furniture, antique and rural 

auctions. 

2.3.1 lnternet Infrastructure 

One can identify two major user requirements that play a crucial role with regards 

to the lnternet Infrastructure layer. These requirements are communication 

bandwidth and transaction security. Bandwidth, to begin with, is very important 

at the user level. The size of the bandwidth is directly correlated with response 

times when bidding in on-line auctions [13]. As a result, one has to think of 

bandwidth in terms of what response times the on-line auction user considers 

acceptable. Most users require on-line auctions to function in real time. 

Although this may be impossible to achieve in many cases, the response time 

should be kept to a minimum. In any case, the Bandwidth requirement is 



influenced by a number of factors directly related to the design of the lnternet 

Infrastructure layer. 

One of these factors is the amount of multi-media which is utilized by on-line 

auctions. Some on-line auctions are primarily text-based whilst others involve 

pictures, movies or sound. Naturally, the more multimedia requirements are 

needed for the on-line auction market, the greater are the response times that 

are imposed on the functioning of the system 

Another factor influencing the bandwidth requirernent is the amount of data 

transferred between browser and server. There is a great difference in the 

number of bytes that are transmitted depending on whether the document is 

using, for example, HTML or a JAVA applet [13]. Again, one has to understand 

what types of documents are to be transmitted in the particular on-line auction. 

Finally, one has to consider the load that is being placed on the on-line auction 

server. For example, the load at many of the existing on-line auctions increases 

exponentially towards the end of the auction due to the large number of last- 

minute incoming bids. As a result, when the lnternet lnfrastructure 

communications hardware is put into place, this load variation has to be 

considered. Otherwise, the bandwidth capacity may be exceeded with response 

times increasing greatly. 

The second user requirement is security because without adequate levels of 

security guarantees, traders may not participate in the on-line auction market 

[13]. A number of hardware and software security issues should be considered 

in this regard including, secure browser capability, 1P addresses, session level 

"cookie" exchanges and passwords, just to name a few. 



2.3.2 User Interface 

The requirement for a user friendly and easy to operate interface is inherent in 

any trading system. As mentioned in section 2.2.2, this layer represents market 

transparency, which includes information as viewed from the perspective of the 

traders (trader view), and information which is viewed from the perspective of the 

on-line auction itself (market view). As a result, the user requirement from this 

layer may be divided into two sets: the on-line auction trader view requirement 

and the market view requirement [13]. 

The market view requirement differs considerably from one on-line auction to the 

other. Such a difference lies in, for example, the complexity of the lot attribute 

specifications. Some lots only require an attribute of price while others need a 

full set of attributes [13]. Take for example the difference in lot attribute 

description needed for an antique table and that needed for an airline ticket. 

Another example is that of requiring traders to enter reserved prices. This 

includes both a bidding reservation price, the maximum price that a buyer would 

pay foi a lot, and asking reservation prices, the minimum price that a seller would 

accept for a lot [2]. 

Variation, in very much the same manner, exists in the trader view requirements. 

Since the on-line auction usually plays a central role in bringing traders together 

and coordinating them, there is a great deal of information that is expected by 

both buyers and sellers. Such information requirements may include bidding 

h istory, trader identities, trader ratings, transaction u pdates, payment 

notifications etc [13]. 

A key feature of on-line auctions lies also in the information variation that may 

exist between buyers and sellers. In a Symmetric Market. the information is 

equally provided to both parties [13]. However, not al1 on-line auctions prefer 

such symmetry resulting in an Asymmetric Market where sellers, for example, 



may not have to reveal as much information as that provided by buyers [13]. The 

opposite situation may also occur where sellers are less informed than buyers 

are. Such on-line auctions occur in particularly notable cases of a buyer's market 

or a seller's market 

The variety and complexity of the information provided by the on-line auction 

systern to traders significantly alters their participation in the on-line auction. In 

short, the user information requirernents and criteria mentioned here have to be 

seriously studied prior to the construction of the User Interface layer. The design 

of such a layer should be such that it is able to handle complex information 

requirements if necessary. 

User requirements at the Database layer Vary quite significantly from one on-line 

auction to the other. To begin with, the size of the database is a reflection of the 

size of the market that the on-line auction is dealing with. A larger market 

obviously requires a larger database with a greater storage capacity. A market 

that is, more or less, niche and is not anticipated to grow rapidly would not have 

the sarne storage requirements. 

Another very important user requirernent at the Database layer is automation. 

Again, in the case of fairly large on-line auction markets (and databases) there is 

a need to automate the process of data entry and access [13]. Otherwise, the 

system would becorne extremely inefficient and laborious to operate. For 

exarnple, one can imagine that in the case of a popular on-line auction the 

number of new lots put up for sale on a daily basis is quite large. If such a 

process is manual as opposed to automated, much tirne and efficiency would be 

tost. 



2.3.4 Market Model 

Due to the diversity of existing and potential on-line auctions. one expects a wide 

range of user requirements at the Market Model layer. Some on-line auctions 

would be required to adopt the Market Models of their physical counterparts 

whilst others would simply adopt new ones. Hence. flexibility is a key 

requirement in on-line auctions because such market systems must be easily 

and quickly configured [13]. in short, there exists a user requirement to 

customize the Market Model layer with which the on-line auction system 

ope rates. 

There are essentially four parameters to be considered in the user requirement 

analysis at the Market Model layer. These are the pricing mechanism, the 

commission structure, settlement terms and portability. The first parameter, 

pricing mechanism, is perhaps the criterion that best distinguishes one Market 

Model from another. It is defined as the type of auction or the "rules of 

interaction" that create the price discovery procedure [23]. In other words, the 

pricing mechanism leiers to the rule base that governs the raising or lowering of 

prices during an auction. The user requirement here involves the ability to 

support multiple pricing mechan isms. 

There are several different types of auctions or pricing mechanisms in both the 

physical and virtual worlds. To attempt to classify each and every one of them 

would be beyond the scope of this thesis. As a result, the focus here is on the 

pricing mechanisms that constitute the ones most practically employed. As is 

documented in Cassady, the auctions employed about 95% of the time 

throughout the world are, the English Auction. the Dutch Auction, the Double 

auction, the Japanese Auction, and the Sealed-Bid Auction 121. Other auctions 

that are less popular but are interesting enough to be examined here are the 

Sealed-Ask Auction [24] and the Vickery auction [25]. The following section 

presents a concise description of each of these auction types. 



The English Auction is generally defined as an auction where the auctioneer 

raises the price with each bid until there is only one bidder remaining 121. 

Naturally, there are variations on the English auction with regards to who places 

the initial bid, the bid increment and other details. For the purpose of this thesis. 

the English auction is assumed to begin with an ask (the selling price offer by a 

trader) which sets the pnce for the first bid. The English auction is by far the 

most popular type of pricing mechanism used in the world. It is also the main 

type of pricing mechanism employed currently by on-line auctions. 

The Dutch Auction pricing mechanism begins at a starting price that is 

continuously lowered in a pre-specified time interval until a trader places a bid 

[2]. The value of this bid sets the price at which the lot is sold. The Dutch auction 

has been typically employed in such markets as the flower and the fish markets 

[2]. It is usually used for commodity-type markets. Dutch auctions have also 

been used in on-line auctions, particularly in the case of hi-tech lots such as 

cornputers that have a commodity nature to them. 

Double Auction pricing rnechanism involves both buyers and sellers making bids 

and asks in order to exchange a single lot at a time [2]. New bids and asks are 

entered by traders so as to improve on the best standing bid or ask made. There 

are a nurnber of variations on this type of mechanism. In this thesis, a trade in a 

double auction is assumed to occur when a buyer accepts the standing ask or if 

a seller accepts the standing bid. This type of auction has been used by 

exchanges such as the stock market. In a sense, it acts more of a formal 

negotiating mechanism than a traditional auction. As far as on-line auction 

applications. there are only a few. However, the use of such a pricing 

rnechanism in electronic markets could be potentially fruitful. 

Japanese Auction pricing mechanism involves traders placing open bids in a very 

short period of time (usually in a matter of a few seconds). Bidders may make 



adjustments to their bids very quickly either by an ascending or descending 

rnanner. The auction begins when the auctioneer gives a signal for the trader to 

bid. This signal rnay Vary from a hand gesture to the sound of a bel1 [2]. In the 

context of on-line auctions, this signal is assumed to be the start time of the 

auction. The Japanese auction typically lasts from about five seconds to two 

minutes. It is used M e n  efficiency and speed in the sale of a good is required. 

There has not been any on-line auctions using of this type of pricing mechanism 

to this author's knowledge. However, there may be some potential for this in 

some electronic markets. 

The Sealed-bid Auction is a popular pricing mechanism that relies on traders 

placing sealed bids on items or services that are offered for sale (21. The 

resulting price of the auction is that of the highest bid. Again some variations 

exist from one market to the other. In the on-line auction world, this type of 

auction pricing has seen limited application. It could be useful especially for such 

purposes as construction contracts, nursing hours and publishing rights. The 

Sealed-ask Auction is the opposite pricing mechanism to the sealed bid, here the 

traders submit sealed asks where the lowest price wins [24]. 

Finally, the Vickery Auction is an interesting variation on the sealed-bid auction. 

Its rules are the same in that the highest sealed bid wins [25]. The difference lies 

in that the trade price is set by the second highest bid. Game theoretic analysis 

shows that such a pricing mechanism has the result of achieving a higher price 

1231. The application of the Vickery auction in on-line auctions could be used in 

cases where a sellers' markets exist. 

The second user requirement parameter of the Market Model layer is that of the 

commission structure. In the context of on-line auctions, the commission 

structure is defined to be a set value or a percentage of the final price, which is 

paid by either the buyer or seller or both of them to the market [26]. Naturally. 

such structures Vary in complexity and detail depending on the specifics of the 



on-line auction. The Market Model should be able to be easily configured to 

feature such commission structures as supplier fees. buyer fees, flat fees. iisting 

fees and setup fees [13]. 

As for settlement terms, they may also be very different from one on-line auction 

to the other. For example, these terms may specify that the on-line auction 

payments be made before or after the goods are sold. Other on-line auctions 

may indude settlement terms that are specified by sellers as lot attributes (41. In 

addition. the settlernent terms rnay also consist of a variety of payment 

mechanisms. Such mechanisms include credit cards, checks or even digital 

money. In any case. the user requirement for settlement terms is that they be 

easily configurable and selectable from both the auction operators' and the 

traders' points of view. 

The final parameter that has to be considered in the Market Model layer is 

portability. The idea here is that the on-line auction must be portable enough to 

be able to operate on most computer platforms and has to be designed to be 

easily configured from one client-sever architecture to another [13]. In a sense. 

the logic and algorithms of the Market Model layer should be able to operate 

independently regardless of the underlying communication hardware and 

software of the particular on-line auction. This requirement is a major issue in 

this thesis and bears heavily on the analysis and design models in the next 

chapters. 

2.4 Summary 

The first part of this chapter was able to break down on-line auction systems into 

four distinct layers. namely, lnternet Infrastructure. User Interface, Database and 

Market Model. Each of these layers was found to exhibit their own functionality 

and type of technology that was used to enable the on-line auction. It was also 

found that apart from the Market Model layer, these layers of the on-line auction 



system were, more or less, cornmon to other fnternet systems. The Market 

Mode! layer is the 'brainm of the on-line auction system and acts as its defining 

feature. This layer sets the rules and policies of the on-line auction that provides 

it with its own commerce regime. 

In the second part of the chapter, the user requirements with regard to what 

traders would require from an on-line auction were investigated for each of the 

four layers. At the lnternet Infrastructure layer, the user requirements were those 

of bandvuidth size and security. The User Interface layer demonstrated 

information requirements from both the Traders' and the Market's perspectives. 

At the Database layer, users required adequate storage capacity and 

automation. Finally, the Market Mode1 layer should be flexible in a way as to be 

able to adopt different pricing mechanisms, commission structures and 

seMement terms. 



Chapter 3: Information Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter, as well as the next two, is to provide a concise domain 

anafysis of the various components of the Market Model layer of the on-line 

auction system. The objective is, in a sense, to be able to identify the building 

blocks required in creating an effective and efficient on-line auction model. This 

thesis attempts to find the 'Lego parts' that allows one to buifd an on-line auction 

system that can be configured to a particular market model a user needs. In any 

case, the focus in this chapter will be the domain analysis from the information 

point of view. This is done by means of determining important concepts within 

on-line auctions and abstracting them through the usage of objects and 

attributes. This will help one in identifying the type and the extent of data needed 

for a model of an on-fine auction. 

3.2 Overview of Obiect Oriented Analysis 

Object Oriented Analysis (OOA) is the methodology employed in this thesis to 

conduct a domain analysis of on-line auctions. The idea behind OOA is that, in 

any typical software system, there are generally a number of different domains 

[27]. Every one of these domains may be regarded as separate and distinct, 

each with their own conceptual entities or objects. For example, in the case of 

on-iine auctions, the market model domain is concerned with auction rules, 

traders, trades etc., whilst the user interface domain deais with trader 

information, windows, icons etc. 

Object Oriented Analysis is part of the Object Oriented paradigrn to building 

software systems. This approach, as opposed to structured methods, originated 

in the 1960s and has since expanded into many areas of Computer Science and 



Artificial Intelligence (such as Databases. Programming Languages, Intelligent 

Agents etc.) [28). 

As with any other methodology, the Object Oriented approach aims at building a 

model of a world domain or system; where a model is defined to be an 

abstraction of reality with its own defined assumptions and limited visibility [29]. 

The Object Oriented paradigm is focused on the assertion that the composition of 

a system can be modeled with objects. An object is defined here as a perceived 

unit or entity and may refer to a concept, material thing or idea [30). In Object 

Oriented models. objects encapsulate the system's information. processing and 

behavior [30]. 

Object Oriented Analysis of a particular domain or system is based upon the 

Object Oriented paradigm. OOA is generally described as a method for 

identifying and understanding real-world entities and the manner in which they 

behave and interact with each other [27]. 

An important question is why would one choose OOA for the analysis of on-line 

auction systems? There are three main reasons identified here: 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

The philosophy of Object Orientation relies on determining and specifying 

encapsulated objects that can be reused without any change [28]. 

An auction is a man-made economic value exchange system where the 

rules, functions and algorithms are well-understood [24]. As a result. 

creating an Object Oriented Analysis model is a realistic undertaking. 

Once the Object Oriented Analysis model is constructed. the bridge to 

design and implementation using an Object Oriented programming 

language is not an unduly complex task. 



Although the Object Oriented paradigm or approach to software engineering is 

well accepted and has been implemented in many software construction projects, 

there is a rather large variation of OOA methods in use. The most popular of 

these methods are those introduced by Booch [31], CoadPlourdon [32], 

Rumbaugh [33] and ShtaerfMellor [27]. In this thesis, the Shlaer/Mellor 

methodology will be used since it is a well-recognized approach that provides a 

systematic analysis and modeling of a domain. 

Using the Shlaer/Mellor methodology, Object Oriented Anaiysis of the Market 

Model layer of an on-line auction, or any domain for that matter, is organized into 

three steps. The first step is information analysis, which will be the subject of 

section 3.3. The idea is to represent the concepts and structures of an on-line 

auction as encapsulated objects. Each object is defined and may have a nurnber 

of attributes as well as relationships with other objects as will be shown [27]. 

These objects are eventually depicted as a Data Model. 

Based upon the information analysis, a state analysis of on-line auctions is then 

conducted. While the information analysis characterizes the data of the system, 

the state analysis abstracts its behavior over time [27]. This analysis identifies 

the lifecycles of the objects of the information analysis. These lifecycles are a 

manifestation of the various States of the objects and the events and actions 

which causes them to move from one state to another [27]. The state analysis is 

graphically represented by means of Lifecycle diagrarns, as chapter 4 will 

demonst rate. 

Finally, using the actions identified by the state analysis, the process analysis 

completes the OOA of the on-line auction domain. Process analysis is done by 

means of identifying the specific process components that make up the actions 

that allows one object to move from one state to the other [27]. The graphical 

tool used here is that of the Data Flow Diagram. One of the aims of the process 



analysis is to allow one to clearly identify the specific rules and conditions that 

differentiates one auction pncing mechanism from the other. 

3.3 Defining Objects 

This section identifies the domain objects that abstract the relevant concepts 

needed to model on-line auctions. It is important that before one proceeds with 

the OOA that the terminology used be clearly defined. In this thesis, the term 

object refers to an entity or concept within the on-line auction domain. An 

instance refers to a particular specification of an object. The attributes of each 

object are defined as the data elements that together can specify an instance of 

an object. As a result, different variations of the attributes produce different 

instances of an object. 

The ShlaerIMellor graphical representation of the objects that will be used is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1 [27]. A rectangle containing its name and the names of the 

attributes represents an object. In the example shown below, XYZ and ABC are 

data attributes. The asterisk on the left side of XYZ indicates that it is a key 

attribute. 

Object Name "'1 
It should be noted that, in this thesis, every word referring to an object or an 

attribute is denoted by means of Italics. In any case, the objects that will be 

defined in the next sections are Lot, Trader, Order, Auctioneer, Commission, 

lncrem ent and rra de. 



3.3.1 Lot 

The merchandise sold at auctions is typically referred to by a common name- 

They may be labeled as chatîels, stocks or lots [2]. The term 'lot" is by far the 

most popular and will be used in this thesis to refer to a product or service sold at 

an auction (261. A lot may, for example, be a car, an antique table, publishing 

rights, a piece of baseball memorabilia or an entire estate. 

The Lot object, shown in Fig.3.2. is defined in a manner so that each of its 

instances represents a specific lot being sold in the on-line auction. In other 

words, each instance of Lot could be said to be associated with an individual 

auction that is being conducted. As with any object, Lot has attributes that are 

intrinsic to each of its instances. These attributes are defined here as: Lot-Id, 

DescrBtion, Tra der-Id, Reserve- Price, Sta rt- Time, End- Time and A uction- Tjrpe 

as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

I Lot 

*Lot-Id 
Description 
Trader-Id 

Reserve-Price 
S tart-Time 
End-Time 

Auction-Type 

Fig-3.2 - The Lot Object 

In this thesis, the assumption made is that Lot may be sufficiently abstracted as 

an object that has one key attribute, Lot-Id. Lot-Id is assumed to be a character 

based data type that can uniquely identify each lot of the on-line auction. In 

addition to Lot-Id, the Description attribute essentially represents a review of the 

qualities of the good in question. This attribute is usually a concise textual 

description that provides the buyer with sufficient information on the lot up for 

sate. However, the reader should note that Descr@tion may well include 



photographs, videos, sound or any other descriptor the seller may judge to be 

appropriate and the on-line auction system operator is willing to allow on the 

system. 

Whilst the Description attribute gives information on the lot's features, it is also 

imperative that buyers be provided with information on the trader who puts the lot 

up for auction. Therefore, the Trader-Id is an attribute that is used for such a 

purpose. As will be seen in the following section, this is a key attribute that 

connects the Lot object to the Trader object Another attribute that is included in 

the Lot object is the ReservePrice attribute. As the name suggests, this 

indicates the reserve price on the lot to be sold at auction as entered by the 

seller. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the reserve price refers to the minimum price 

that the trader is willing to sel1 the lot for. The attribute domain of Reserve-Price 

is, therefore, a monetary value. 

Since on-line auctions are assumed to have a pre-determined length of time 

while bidding activity is allowed, the time at which the auction starts and ends 

should also be specified. The attributes Starf-Tirne and End-Time thus indicate 

at what time the auction of the lot is to commence and terminate. Start-Time has 

an attribute domain that has values spanning the year, month, hour etc. 

signifying when the on-line auction is to start. Values of StarfiTime could be, for 

example, '1 0:00 a.m., March 13" 1999' or '3:22 p.m. May srn 1999'. End-Time, 

naturally, should have the same attribute domain as that of Start-Time. 

However. End-Time does not necessarily have to be described using a dock 

domain but could also be defined to be, for instance, a time period difference (ex. 

five minutes) between the last two bids. 

The Auction-Type attribute designates the type of auction or, more formally the 

pricing mechanism used by the on-line auction. As described in Chapter 2, such 

a mechanism refers to auction types, such as English, Dutch. Japanese etc. The 

values of such an attribute would be 'English', 'Dutch', 'Japanese' etc. 



As the reader rnay be aware, there are in reality, no Iimits on the number of 

attributes that rnay be assigned to an object in any type of Object Oriented 

Analysis. Therefore. attributes, other than the ones described here, rnay be 

added to the Lot object for specific on-line auction purposes. For ewmple, a 

picture attribute rnay be used as one that holds a photograph of the particular lot. 

Another attribute rnay be an estimated market value, which would indicate the 

typical market price for the lot being auctioned. In any case, there are numerous 

other attribute examples. However, the ones that have been included here 

represent essential attributes that define a lot. In other words, they represent the 

rnost basic abstraction needed to define a lot in any useful model of on-line 

auction systems. 

3.3.2 Trader 

In any auction system, there are both buyers and sellers. In the on-line world, a 

user rnay be acting as a buyer in one auction, yet as a seller in another. There is 

a definite need for a unified profile of al1 users. Therefore, Trader is used to 

denote an object that represents a person or an agent who rnay potentially buy or 

seIl a lot in an on-line auction. Each instance of the Trader portrays a specific 

user of the on-line auction system. 

As in the case of the Lot object. the extent of such information rnay include a 

variable number of attributes ranging from trader 'pseudonyms" to "trustn ratings. 

Again, the complexity of such data depends on the information requirement of 

the on-line auction market as described in chapter 2. However, the essential 

attributes that would be necessary for a meaningful on-line auction model should 

include Name, Address, E-mail, Credit and Trust-Rating as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

For the purposes of the analysis here, the assumption made is that the Trader 

object is abstracted with the key attribute of Trader-Id of a particular trader. 

Similarly to the Lot-Id of the Lot object, such an attribute refers to information in a 



character-based format that can uniquely represent each trader. As for the 

Name, Address and E-mail attributes, they represent personal information that is 

needed to identify the trader. 

1 Trader 
1 Trader-Id 

~ Name 
Address 
E-mil  
Credit 

Trust-Rating 

Fig.3.3 - The Trader Object 

The Creda attribute holds the credit information, which is required from the 

traders so as to authenticate the transactions that they make in the on-line 

auction. Depending on the type of payment mechanism used. such information 

could Vary from one on-line auction to the other. In any case, the Credit attribute 

will be assumed in this thesis to be in the form of a credit card number that is 

obtained when the trader registers with the on-line auction system or when he or 

she decides to bid on a lot. 

Another important issue that is relevant to defining the Traderobject in an on-line 

auction is one of security. More specifically, the issue of trust between an on-line 

auction market and its participating traders. In other words, can a trader. either 

seller or buyer be trusted in the information they provide when describing lots, 

bids, payrnent settlements and other aspects. The Trust-Rating attribute is 

introduced to embody such a concept. This attribute may be thought of as a 

measuring stick of how trustworthy a trader rnay be. The methods or algorithms 

for measuring trustworthiness would depend on the particular on-line auction. 

However, in this thesis, the assumption made is that the Trader attribute of Trust- 

Rating is computed using information based on the previous activities of the 

trader in on-line auctions. 



The domain of the Trust-Rating attribute could be defined as a numerical set 

where the lowest number rnay indicate the least amount of trustworthiness and 

the highest number, maximum trustworthiness. For example, an on-fine auction 

rnay have a trust rating system using the numbers from 1 to 5. If, for instance, a 

Trader instance has the value of 1 then he or she rnay only get a limited number 

of bids on a lot that the they put up for sale. The specifics of dealing with on-line 

traders having low or high trust ratings would depend on the particular on-line 

auction. In addition, it should be noted that the Trust-Rating attribute would not 

necessarily be available to al1 users and rnay simply be used by the on-line 

auction administration. 

In any observation of auctions, one finds that traders typically interact with an 

auction by means of different types of messages. One type of message between 

the trader and the auction market rnay be described as the commitment of a 

trader to buy a lot for a certain monetary amount. This type of message is 

generally referred to as a bid [24]. A buyer, as in the case of an English Auction, 

is said to place a bid. Alternatively, another type of message is the commitment 

of a trader to seIl a lot at a certain monetary amount [24]. In this thesis, the term, 

ask, will be used to denote this type of trader message. In this case, the seller is 

said to post an ask as can be seen in a Dutch Auction. 

One can thus conclude that in on-line auctions, a trader rnay place a bid or post 

an ask depending on the type of auction and their particular role as a buyer or a 

seller. What is needed is a unified object that can represent a trader's interaction 

in ail of these messages. There have been a variety of terms that have been 

used to denote submissions made by a trader to an auction or a market in 

general. In this thesis, the term, order, will be used [24]. 



An object called Order is thus defined as shown in Fig. 3.4. Each instance of 

Order represents an abstraction of an order placed by an instance of Trader for 

the auction of an instance of Lot As will be seen in section 3.4, the Order object 

could essentially be described as an associative object that abstracts the 

relationship between the Lot and the Trader objects. 

*Lot-Id 
Trader-id 
*Order (n) 

Time 
Vaiue 

Le fi-B id 

Fig.34 - The Orda Object 

This object requires three key attributes. namely, the Lot-id, Trader-Id and Order 

(n). The first two attributes indicate which instance of Trader and which instance 

of Lot are in question. Order (n) denotes a specific number or identification that 

indicates the order numbers in the order stack. For example, Order (n)=6 means 

that this is the sixth order placed by a trader since the start of the auction of the 

lot. Other necessary attributes of Order are Time and Value as shown in Fig. 

3.4. Tirne indicates the time at which a trader places an order to an auction and 

has the attribute domain of a clock. The Value attribute is a number depicting the 

rnonetary amount of bids or asks. 

A special case of an order that a trader may submit is refened to as the Left Bid. 

The Left Bid could be described as a bid entered which indicates the maximum 

tliat a buyer is willing to pay for a lot in a particular auction. To denote this 

concept, the attribute show in Fig. 3.4 is referred to as the Lefi-Bid. This 

attribute is essentially a flag, which may have the two values 'true' and 'false'. 

'True' signifies that the bid entered is a left bid, 'false' implies that it is simply a 



normal bid. The rules or methods for dealing with left bids differ from one auction 

type to the other. These rules will be elaborated on in Chapter 5. 

3.3.4 Auctioneer 

At this point, the information analysis turns to the concept of the auctioneer. In 

the traditional 'face-to-face" auction, the role of the auctioneer varies from one 

auction to the other. In the art and antique English auctions of Christie's and 

Sotheby's, the auctioneer rnay be considered to have the duty of a salesman who 

is trying to obtain the highest price for the seller [2]. However, in the case of the 

flower Dutch auctions and the fish Japanese auctions, the auctioneer has a more 

limited role in being a central coordinator and is less of a price-influencing factor 

[21- 

The auctioneer may, however, be generalized as the person who has the role of 

accepting bids. asks, reserve prices and accepts (Le. orders) and generating 

trades as prescribed by the rules of the auction type or pricing mechanism [2]. In 

other words, the auctioneer could be said to provide the 'institutional settings' of 

the auction [24]. He or she executes the rules that govern the auction market 

and is the body to which one submits orders and sets the final price for the trade. 

In the on-line world, the notion of the auctioneer would be equivalent to a 

software entity or an agent that takes on the responsibility of a monitor, 

coordinator and controller. Unlike traditional markets, the auctioneer is not such 

a transparent and visible central entity to which al1 traders subscribe. In a sense, 

the on-line auction Web site fulfills the role of the auctioneer intermediary through 

process and market functionality that occurs in the background. 

In any case, the concept of the auctioneer could be "objectifiedn with an 

Auctioneer object as is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. 



Auctioneer 1 
*Lot-Id 
Price 

Auction-Type 
Auction-S tatus 
Tm&-S tarus 

History 

Fig-3.5 - The Auctimeer Object 

The key attribute for this object is the Lut-Id, which references the associated 

instance of the Lot object- Price is an attribute that could be defined as the 

present rnonetary amount of the auction, such as the highest bid in an English 

Auction, at that moment in time. Price is defined as having two values, one used 

for bids and the other for asks. These values are computed depending on the 

type of auction being used. For example, in the case of the double auction. Price 

may be set to (Highest Bid. Lowest Ask} indicating that the auctioneer has 

determined the highest bid being placed and the lowest ask posted at the 

moment. The Auction-Type attribute specifies the pricing mechanisrn that will be 

used to determine the price of the lot in the auction. The domain of this attribute 

is the range of auction pricing mechanisms described in section 2.2.2. For 

example, 'english', 'sealed-bid', 'double' etc. 

In addition to its type. an auction is typically also described as being either open 

for viewing, open for bidding or closed. Accordingly. the Auction-Status attribute 

is created to have three possible values, namely, 'viewing', 'open' or 'closed'. An 

auction with the Auction-Status set to 'viewing' is closed for bidding but may be 

examined by potential traders. If the Auction-Status is set to 'open'. traders may 

place bids, asks etc. Finally an auction, which has the Auction-Status description 

of 'closed', is no! receiving any more trader submissions. 

The Trade-Status attribute can be described as the indicator of whether the 

Auctioneer instance has been able to formulate a trade using the rules of the 



type of auction being used. The Trade-Status can, Merefore have two values: 

'trade' and 'passed'. 'Trade' indicates that a legitimate trade has resulted frorn 

the auction, whilst the 'passed' value means that a no trade agreement been 

possible from the auction. 

Finally, the attribute, History, is used to provide an information summary on the 

history of al1 orders that have been placed in the auction. This summary would 

include al1 the bids, asks, times, trader-ids etc. In this model, one can imagine 

the History attribute as, more or less, a data stack that has new information 

added to it every time an order is made. This is usualiy dernonstrated by the on- 

line auction as a list of bids or asks and their associated time-stamps and trader- 

ids being shown. 

In summary, each Auctioneer instance, within the context of on-line auctions, 

may be described as the mechanism that monitors and controls the current state 

of the auction of the lot. It represents the price that the order process has 

presently reached in the auction as prescribed by the type of the auction. In 

addition, the Auctioneer instance is responsible for opening or closing the auction 

for bidding. The roles of the Auctioneer object will be elaborated in more detail 

using the lifecycle analysis presented in the next chapter. 

3.3.5 Commission 

The commission is defined as a monetary value that is paid to the Auction house 

by either the buyer or the seller or both as part of the trade agreement. As 

described in Chapter 2, there are a number of different commission schemes that 

are employed by different auctions. In the case of on-line auctions, each one 

uses a specific commission scheme, which is set by the auction administrator. A 

commission may thus be in the form of a Buyets Premium, a Supplier's Discount 

or simply a flat fee. Whatever it may be, this thesis will assume that a 

commission does exist regardless of its details. 



The Commission object is defined as shown in Fig. 3.6. As can be seen, the 

Lot-Id is the only key attribute for this object. The reason for this is that there is 

only one instance of Commission associated with each instance of Lot. 

1 Commission 1 
*Lot-Id 

Commission-Type 
Buyer-Commission 
Seller-Commission 

Fig.3.6 - The Commission Object 

The Commission-Type attribute denotes the commission scheme being used. 

The domain of this attribute would, thus, consist of such values as 'buyefs 

premium', 'supplier's discount', Wat fee' etc. The remaining attributes needed to 

define this object are the Buyer-Commission and the Seller-Commission. These 

two attributes represent, in a sense, the results of each commission instance. 

Buyer-Commission holds the value of the commission that would be paid by the 

buyer whilst the Seller-Commission represents that to be paid by the seller. 

3.3.6 lncrement 

Another concept that should be defined within the on-line auction domain is that 

of the bid increment. In this thesis, this term will be used to refer to either an 

increment or a decrement in the value of an order as compared to the 

immediately preceding one. Formally. an increment could be defined as the 

value that when added to the latest order value is equal to the minimum value 

that the following order can have (and vice versa for decrement). For example, if 

in a particular on-fine auction that uses the English Auction, a buyer places a bid 

of $50. The particular on-line auction may have a rule that specifies that at $50 

the increment value is 10% or $5. In other words, if another buyer would like to 

bid, he or she has to place a bid of at least $55. It is in this manner that the 



increments or decrements can control the bid or ask amounts made by traders. 

Similarly to the commission scheme, the on-line auction house defines and sets 

its own rules for the value of increments and decrements. 

An object called lncrement is, therefore, defined as shown in Fig. 3.7. The two 

key attributes here are Lot-Id and Price. The reason for this is that for each new 

price that the auction reaches there should be an instance of the lncrement 

object associated with it. 

*Lot-Id 
*Price 

increment-Type 
Increment-Value 

Fig.3.7 - The Inaement Object 

The attribute that defines what kind of increment is to be made is the Increment- 

Type. The domain of such an attribute would include such values as 'increasing', 

'decreasingt, etc. Finally, the Increment-Value attribute, as shown in Fig. 3.7, 

indicates the amount by which the increment or decrement is to be made. 

3.3.7 Trade 

With any auctioning system, there are a number of possible outcornes. For 

example, in one outcome, an agreement may have been reached between two 

traders on a specified monetary amount to be paid for a lot. This agreement, that 

binds a buyer and a seller, may be considered a commercial contract (21. A 

second outcome could be one where no agreement is reached. This may be due 

to a number of reasons depending on the particular auction. Examples of such 

reasons rnay be that no bids were placed, the seller's reserve price was not met 

etc. 



In this thesis, the term trade is used to refer to the outcome of an auction in 

general [26]. A Trade object (Fig.3.8) is consequently created to model this 

concept. Each instance of Trade may be said to represent the trade, which 

results from each auction. The general assumption that is made here is that 

each auction cannot generate more than one trade. As a result, the Lot-Id 

attribute may uniquely identify a trade instance in the same manner as it 

identifies a Lot instance. 

Tnde 
t 

*Lot-Id 
Trader-Id 

Trade-Price 
Tracle-S tatus 

Buyer-Commission 
SelIer-Commission 

Fig-3.8 - The Trade Objea 

There are several other attributes that are needed for this object: Trader-Id, 

Tra de- Price, Tra de-sta tus, Buyer-Corn mission and Seller-Comm ission ( F ig . 3.8). 

Trader-Id is used here as a reference to the trader who has won the auction- 

Trade-Price, in this context, can be said to be the final price of the lot reached by 

the auction. In a sense, this is the value of the trade. The resulting amount of 

money that will be paid for a lot as determined by the auction pricing mechanism 

rules [24]. Trade-Price may, thus, have an attribute dornain of any monetary 

value. In the case of the 'passed' status, the Trade-Pice attribute is assumed to 

have the value of zero. 

Finally, the two other attributes that are included in the Trade object are the 

Buyer-Commission and the Seller-Commission attributes. These two attributes 

represent the same commission values as those of the Commission object. The 

Vade instance, in fact, reads the Commission instance to obtain these values as 



will be seen in Chapter 5. The commission values are needed to indicate the 

amount of commission that will be paid on the trade. 

3.4 Sumrnary 

This chapter has performed an Information Analysis by identifying the seven 

objects needed to define a data model of an on-line auction. These objects are 

on ce ag ai n , Lot, Trader, Order, Auctioneer. Commission, lncrement and Trade. 

Each of these objects was defined to represent a specific concept within the on- 

line auction domain. The attributes needed for each of these objects have also 

been identified. The Information anatysis and model lays the basis for the data 

that is employed by the on-Iine auction in its behavior and various processes as 

will be demonstrated in the next two chapters. 



Chapter 4: State Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to conduct a state analysis of the on-line auction 

domain. The motivation behind such an analysis is to understand the behavior of 

the objects that were identified by the information analysis of chapter 3. In the 

same manner that like things were abstracted to produce objects in the previous 

chapter, their common behavior patterns will be abstracted here [30). To do this, 

the concept of a lifecycle will be used. The lifecycle of an object is defined to be 

a formal description of the behavior pattern shared by al1 of the object instances 

over time [27]. This fona l  description is depicted as portraying the lifetime of the 

object from when it is created until its termination. 

The methodology employed in this chapter begins by defining the states, events, 

transitions and actions relevant to each of the objects identified by the 

Information Analysis. Once these are identified, the Iifecycles for the Lot, 

Trader, Order, Auctioneer, Commission, lncrement and Trade objects are 

defined. This is done graphically so as to clearly illustrate the interaction 

between the different object states. 

4.2 Def ining Lifecycles 

The Iifecycle of an object is built by identifying the states, events and actions 

associated with each of its instances. More specifically, a state 'represents a 

condition of the object in which a defined set of rules, policies, regulation and 

physical laws apply' [27]. In other words, a state could be said to be a stage in 

the lifecycle of a typical instance of the object. In this thesis, a state will be shown 

as a rectangle as Fig. 4.1 illustrates. 



When one state of the lifecycle moves into another, the process is said to be a 

transition [27]. To abstract the concept of a transition, an arrow is used as shown 

in Fig. 4.1. The point at which an object makes a transition into a particular state 

is when an event occurs. An event could be described as an incident or a signal 

that takes place [27). There are two types of events: external and internal. An 

external event is one that occurs from the outside of the system, for example. a 

trader entering an order. An internal event is one that is produced by the system, 

for example, deleting an auction instance. A description of the particular event. 

external or internal, is indicated on top of the transition arrow (Fig. 4-1). 

Finally, when an object reaches a particular state of its lifecycle, the object takes 

action. In other words, an activity or operation is executed by the object instance 

[27]. The description of this action is given alongside the state rectangle (Fig. 

4.1). 

I 
Event A 

Suie A 1 - Action A 

Even t 2 

The remainder of this chapter proceeds to construct lifecycles for the objects that 

were identified by the information analysis of Chapter 3. These objects may be 

divided into two categories: static and dynamic. A static lifecycle or behavior 

means that the object and its attributes remain unchanged over time (271. In this 



case, the three objects. Lot, Trader and Order belong to this category due to the 

fact that they are abstractions of goods and users whose attributes remain 

unchanged and are not affected by the activities of the system. 

On the other hand, a dynamic Iifecycle implies that the values of the object 

attributes change with the passage of time [27]. The on-line auction objects that 

belong to this group are Auctioneer, Commission, lncrement and Trade. The 

following section presents the state analysis for each of these objects. 

4.2.1 Lot Lifecycle 

One of the findings of the Information analysis in the previous chapter revealed 

that there is a very important distinction between lots in a physical auction and in 

an on-line auction. In the on-line case, many different lots may be auctioned in 

parallel. In other words, the order by which lots are auctioned is not serialized, 

as is the case with real world auctions. This translates, using object oriented 

terminology, into a scenario where a number of Lot instances are being created 

independently from any other with their own separate auction types, start times, 

end times etc. 

The typical progression of a Lot instance, in any auction system is a fairly simple 

one. To begin with, the attributes of the lot are first entered into the system. After 

which the Lot instance is usually put up by the on-line auction for viewing by 

prospective buyers. When the appropriate time arrives, the auction is opened for 

bidding. The bidding continues until the auction is closed, at which point the Lot 

instance is archived for future references. Essentially four separate States that 

constitute such a lifecycle may be identified. These are labeled, New Lot, 

Viewing Session, Open Auction and Archive Lot as shown in Fig. 4.2. This type 

of lifecycle may be described as exhibiting a "birth-to-death" behavior. In other 

words, a particular instance of the Lot object is created once the lot attributes are 



entered and, once the auction is over, the instance becomes quiescent exhibiting 

no more interesting behavior [27]. 

Lot attriùutes are entered 

- Constmct new Lot instance 
- Generate corresponding Auctioneer 
instance 

Auction-Staius = 'viewing' 

- Wait for the s m t  tirne of the 
auction 

Auction-Staius = 'open' 

Open Auction I - Generate corresponding inaemen t 
insiance 

I 
Auction-Status = 'closed' 

-Genente corresponding Trade 
and Commission instances 
-Store Lot instance in archive 

Fig. 4.3 - Lifecyclc of the Lot Object 

The first state New Lot may be described as a creation state where an instance 

of Lotis brought into existence. The event that would trigger this state is when a 

trader or the administrator of the auction, inputs a particular lot up for auction and 

enters the Lot instance attributes (Description, Trader-Id, Reserve-Price, Start- 

Jime, End-Time and Auction-Type) that he or she desires. This may be 

characterized as an external event since it is generated frorn outside the on-line 



auction system. The action that is associated with this state is to create a new 

Lot instance with the trader-specified attributes. In addition, an instance of the 

Auctioneer object is generated as the corresponding auctioneer specific to the 

Lot instance. 

When the Auction-Status attfibute of the associated Auctioneer instance has 

been set to the value 'viewing' by the system, the second state Viewing Session 

is initiated. As show in Fig. 4.2, this state simply involves waiting for the auction 

to open and represents a time period during which buyers may have a look at the 

lot. When the Auction-Status attribute has the value 'open', the Lot lifecycle 

moves into the Open Auction state where the bidding on the lot occurs. In this 

state, the associated lncrement instance is generated and is continually updated 

throughout the auction to act as the minimum benchmark for the value of an 

order that a trader can enter- 

The final state, Archive Lot, is triggered when the auction is closed. This occurs 

in the event of the attribute Auction-Status (of the Auctioneer object) being set to 

the value 'closed'. At this point, the Lot instance is, essentially eliminated from 

the system and is stored in an archive for future reference needs. Instances of 

the objects Commission and Trade are also generated so as to create 

corresponding commissions and trade vaIue for the particular lot in question. 

4.2.2 Trader Lifecycle 

ln the same manner as the Lot instances of the on-line auction, the Trader 

instances coexist in parallel to each other, as the analysis in Chapter 3 

demonstrated. In addition, the behavior of each of the Trader instances is also 

very similar to the Lot instances. However, the "birth-to-death" lifecycle that 

characterizes the Lot object cannot be applied here. In the case of the Trader 

object, the lifecycle could be described as 'circular" indicating an operational 

cycle of behavior (271. The diagram in Fig. 4.3 iilustrates this type of lifecycle. 



Trader atui butes en tered 
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Fig.4.3 - Lifecycle of the Trader Object 

The state New Trader, is triggered by an external event where a trader enters his 

or her required personal information into the on-line auction system. As a result, 

a new Trader instance is created with al1 the trader information entered as trader 

attributes. Once this is done, the Trader instance is saved and remains in the 

system so that any other object may reference the trader information at any time 

using the Trader-Id key attribute. 

Unlike the Lot object, the Trader object is never "killedu- However, the trader or 

the system may require changes to the Trader instance. Take for example the 

case of the Trust-Rathg attribute of the Trader object, which rates the trader's 

honesty based on their past on-line auction activities. Naturally, such an attribute 

has to update the Trader instance with any new development on the part of the 

trader. In this case, the system administrator or an automatic software agent 

may simpIy trigger another Trader lifecycle where a new Trader instance with the 

updated information is created. This idea is demonstrated in Fig. 4.3. 

4.2.3 Ordet Lifecycle 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, Order is essentially an object that represents the 

relationship between Lot and Trader, with regards to making bids or asks, 



accepting them and placing left orders. Consequently, the lifecycle of the Order 

object would also represent the behavior of this relationship between various 

instances of these objects. This lifecycle is shown in Fig. 4.4 with the two States: 

Verify Order and New Order. 

Unlike the Lot and the Trader object lifecycles. the Order object. as can be seen 

below, has dynamic lifecycle as opposed to a static one. Rather than having 

instances that are created and remaining as they are, the Order instances are 

continually adopting new attribute values as the on-line auction progresses. 

Trader en ters order auri butes 

Verify Order 

Fig. 4.4 - Lifecycle diagram for the Order Object 

- Check bat the order entered matches 
the auction type niles with regards to 
Bi& Asks and k f ~  B i d s  

New Order 

At the point that a trader makes an order, then the Order lifecycle begins with the 

Verify Order state. In this state. the Order instance uses the auction type rules 

for bids, ask and left bids to check if the order that is entered is legitirnate. For 

example, if this is an English Auction and the trader has submitted a bid. which is 

lower than the current price of the auction, then such an order cannot be 

accepted. The specific rules for orders in an on-line auction will be presented in 

more detail in Chapter 5. 

I 
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- Assign Order (n), Tune. Left-Bid attributs 
- Update History atu-ibute of the Auctioneer object 



If the order entered is, in fact, legitimate then the lifecycle moves into its second 

state, New Order. This is essentially a creation state where the attributes of the 

Order instance are determined. In this state, the Order (n) attribute (indicating 

the order number in the series of orders) and the Time attribute (indicating the 

system clock time at which the order was placed) are assigned to the Order 
instance. The Value and Lefi-Bid attributes are also added appropriately as the 

order prescribes. In addition. the History attribute (of the Auctioneer object) 

which acts as a monitor of the auction is updated with the relevant information. 

4.2.4 Auctioneer Lifecycle 

The concept of the auctioneer was described in Chapter 3 to be that of the 

intermediary coordination of the on-line auction. Although the auctioneer's 

activities Vary from one auction pricing mechanism or type (English, Dutch etc.) 

to another, the Auctioneer object lifecycle may be generalized into a number of 

stages. 

The Auctioneer lifecycle is composed of the eight states shown below in Fig.4.5. 

These states are: New Auctioneer, Open Auction, Price Update, Closed Auction, 

Trade Formulation, Winner Determination and Price Computation. 

To begin with, an Auctioneer instance is created when a new lot comes into 

existence. The initial instance has the nuIl value for the History and Price 

attributes, the Auction-Status is set to the default 'viewing' and the Trade-Status 

to 'passed'. This state is referred to as the New Auctioneer state. 

At the point that the system clock reaches the start time of the particular auction, 

the Auctioneer instance moves into state two, Open Auction. As the name 

suggests, the Auction-Status attribute is set to the value 'open' and the 

Auctioneer instance searches the system for any new (legitimate) orders being 

generated. As soon as one is found, Auctioneer goes into the next state, Update 



Price where the attribute Price is determined by the Auctioneer using the auction 

type rules and the newest order in the auction. 
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FigA.5 - Lifecycle Diagram of the Auctioneer Object 



This process is repeated with every new order until the system dock reaches the 

end time of the auction, at which point the lifecycle moves into the Closed 

Auction state, where the Auction-Status attribute is set to the value 'closed'. After 

which, the Auctioneer goes into the Trade Formulation state. Here, the 

Auctioneer instance uses the trade rules of the particular auction type to try to 

formulate a legitimate trade. These trade rules will be explored in more detail in 

Chapter 5. 

When a legitimate trade is found, Auctioneer goes into the Winner Determination 

and Price Computation States. In the Winner Determination state, the Auctioneer 

instance determines which trader has 'won" the particular auction according the 

Auction type or pricing mechanisrn rules which will be demonstrated in Chapter 

5. Finally, the Price Computation state computes the trading price at which the 

lot will be sold as prescribed by the rule set of the particular auction type that is 

being employed. 

4.2.5 Commission Lifecycle 

The Commission object, as described in Chapter 3, represents an abstraction of 

the commissions that are imposed in an on-line auction on both buyers and 

sellers. The relationship between the Commission object and the Lot object is 

one-to-one, which means that each instance of Lot is associated with one 

instance of Commission. As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the lifecycle of the 

Commission object was triggered by the event of the Auction-Status attribute (of 

the Auctioneer object) being set 'closed'. In other words, when the auction is 

over. This idea is illustrated in Fig.4.6. 

The first state of the lifecycle is referred to as New Commission. This state 

consists of creating a new Commission instance. When the Trade-Status 

(attribute of the Auctioneer object) attains a value of 'trade', signaling the 



formulation of a trade, the lifecycle rnoves into the second state: Commission 

Determination. As the name suggest, the Commission instance uses the on-line 

auction house rules to cornpute the Buyer-Commisshn and the Seller- 

Commission based on the final trading price of the lot. These rules Vary 

irnmensely from one auction to the other and could be either minor or substantial. 

Trade-sut us = 'trade' 

New Commission 

- Compute Buyer/ Seller 
commissions using Ihe 
commission rules of the Auction 
house 

- Construct Commissim instance 

Fig.4.6 - Lifecycle Diagram of the Commission Object 

1 

4.2.6 lncrement Lifecycle 

The lncrement object is an abstraction of the various increments or decrernents 

that are made of the current price of the lot in the auction. Such an object would 

have a dynamic lifecycle, which continually changes the lncrement instance 

attributes as new prices are determined by the Auctioneer Instance. In any case, 

the lncrement lifecycle is modeled here as having two distinct States: Create 

l ncrement and Determine increment value. 

As mentioned in section 4.2.1, when the Auction-Status attribute is set to 'open', 

indicating that the auction is open for bidding, a new lncrement instance is 



created with the initial values of nul1 for both the Price and Increment-Value 

attributes. At the point that the Auctioneer instance cornputes a new price for the 

Lot, the lncrement Iifecycle moves from the New lncrement state to the 

Determine Increment Value state- In this latter state, the lncrement instance 

uses the increment rules appropriate to the on-line auction so as to compute 

what the Increment-Value is to be for the current price. The lifecycle, thus, goes 

back and forth between these two states in a circular manner, creating new 

lncrement instances with each new price of the lot. 

I 
Auction-Status = 'open' 

New Price New Price 

Determine Incremen t Value - Frnd inaernent value using 
increment ruks Gom the on-line 

1 1 auction hwse 

Fig.47 - Lifecycle Diagram of the Inaement Object 

4.2.7 Trade Lifecycle 

The Trade object was described in Chapter 3 as being an abstraction of the 

outcome resulting form an auction. As mentioned, it is the Auctioneer instance 

that determines whether there is a legitimate trade that conforms to the rules of 

the auction. If a trade is not found, the result of the auction is that of a passed 

lot. In both cases, a record of the Trade instance has to be kept in an archive for 

legal contract purposes. 



Auction-Status = 'cIosed' 

- Construct new Trade instance 
- Read Trade a t tn i  tes as 
derennineci by Auctioneer and 
Commission objects 

Created Trade instance 

- Archive Tradt: Instance 

Fig.4.8 - Lifecycie Diagram of the Trade Object 

There are essentially two states in the Trade lifecycle. as can be seen in Fig. 4.8. 

These are: New Trade and Archive Trade. The first state, New Trade, creates a 

new Trade instance at the point that the Auction-Status attribute (of the 

Auctioneer object) is set to the value 'closed'. The Trader-Id attribute, which 

indicated the winner of the auction and the Trade-Price attribute, which 

represents the price of the lot that it will be trading at, are read from the 

respective Auctioneer instance as described in section 4.2.4. 

The Trade-Status attribute (trade or passed) is afso read from the Auctioneer 

instance. The two commission values, Buyer-Commission and Seller- 

Commission are obtained from the appropriate Commission instance. Finafly, at 

the point that the new Trade instance, with its appropriate attributes, is created, 

the second state, Archive Trade, is activated. In this state, the Trade instance is 

stored for future reference. 



4.3 Sumrnary 

In conclusion, the state analysis that was performed in this chapter should give a 

clear understanding of the behavior of on-line auction objects and their 

respective lifecycles. It has been shown that each object exhibits a different type 

of control though its behavior over tirne. Moreover, different objects are affected 

differently by different events and respond accordingly with specific actions. This 

analysis was instrumental in being able to create an overail state model that was 

able to highlight the interaction and dependency of the various on-line auction 

objects on each other, 



Chapter 5: Process Analysis 

5.1 Introduction 

Trading, either in the physical or the virtual world, could be analyzed as a 

process not al1 that different from manufacturing, chemical or biological 

processes. Whilst these other processes may entail the transformation of 

chemicals or raw materials, information is the basic element out of which trading 

processes are realized [241. The trading process cycle in an on-line auction could 

be analyzed in a manner that involves the transfer of information between the 

Lot, Trader, Order, Auctioneer, Commission, lncrement, and Trade O bjects. 

Generally speaking processing in a software system such as an on-line auction 

usually refers to the transformation of data [27]. This could be described as the 

work that the system is actually doing. The aim of this chapter is to conduct an 

analysis of the auction process. This analysis would be based upon the Iifecycle 

diagrams that were constructed for each object in the previous chapter. The 

methodology essentially uses the actions associated with each state of the 

lifecycle diagrams to construct Data Flow Diagrams (DFD). Such DFDs provide 

an abstracted view of the processes for each of the on-line auction system 

objects. Ultimately, this analysis forms the basis for the process component of 

the design model that will be described in Chapter 6. 

5.2 Defining Processes 

As mentioned, the process analysis that will be employed relies on the Object 

Oriented state and information analyses that have been conducted so far. The 

process model will essentially use the actions identified by the lifecycle diagrams 

in Chapter 4 as the building blocks for the process abstraction for each of the 

seven O bjecis: Lot, Trader, Order, Auctioneer, Commission, lncrement and 

Tra de. 



In order to do so, the graphical tool used here is the Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 

whose notational details are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. This DFD is essentially a 

representation of the actions specified for each state of the Iifecycle diagrams of 

Chapter 4. It is primarily composed of processes, which represent distinct units 

of computation [27]. Each separate process is denoted by an oval and given a 

name that describes its function. For example, Create ABC represents a process 

that creates a new instance of the object ABC and Remove XYZ is a process that 

erases an instance of the object XYZ frorn the system, as show in Fig. 5.1. In 

addition to its name, each process is labeled with an identifier, which associates 

it with the specific object whose data attributes the process utilizes. For 

example, the two processes in Fig. 5.1 are given the identifiers ABC.1 and 

XYZ.4. The semantics here are cOBJECTz-carbitraty assigned process 

numberx 

Create ABC Atuibute A Remove 

Attribute A 
Attnbute B 

/ 

Aimbute X 
Atuibute Y 
Attribute Z 

L 
ABC 

Fig. 5.1 -Notation for Data Flow Diagram 

The arrows shown in the Fig. 5.1 represent the data flow between the two 

processes concerned. In this analysis the data in the on-line auction is 

represented by the object attributes identified by the information analysis in 

Chapter 3. Therefore the arrows are labeled with the name of the attributes that 

are being produced or consumed by the process. 



In the above diagram. the two lines with ABC written between thern indicate what 

is referred to in this analysis as an object data structure. This represents the 

design of the data that describes al1 the attributes of al1 the object instances 

being used within the system. Such a data structure may thus be in the form of a 

stack, linked list, tree etc. depending on the object in question. It may be 

interpreted as a transient database or table with al1 the attribute values. The 

cylinder that holds the object XYZ, represents a permanent data repository which 

is used to archive the instances of an object that are removed or 'killed". This 

could be thought of as a permanent database. 

ln order to construct a DFD, the actions described by the state analysis of 

chapter 4 have to be decornposed into specific processing units. In an on-line 

auction system. there are essentially four different processing types that could 

depict auction processing. These are: 

i. 

. . 
II. 

iii. 

iv. 

Accessing / Storing Trading Information: This process type refers to a 

creation or deletion process where new instances of an object are created 

or archived. It also includes read and write processes where the attributes 

of objects are accessed. 

Generating Events: These are processes that may generate an event 

such as a new lot or entrance of a trader into the market. 

Transforming Trading Information: This process involves the computation 

of trading data. In other words, the purpose of the process is to convert 

existing data into a new form of data. 

Testing Auction Conditions: These are the processes that are an 

abstraction of the specific rules of each of the auction types studied in this 

thesis. 



5.2.1 Lot Process 

This section presents a Data Flow Diagram that corresponds to the actions of the 

four States of the Lot Object lifecycle: New Lot. Viewing Session. Open Auction 

and Archive Lot that were illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 

Auctioaeer instance 

Lot-Id + Description + 
Trader-Id + Reserve-Price Generate new 
+ Siart-TÏÏe + End-Tie  Commission & Trade 
+ Auction-Type 

Constnict new 
Auctioneer insiance 

Lot-Id + Description + Auctioneer insrancx 
Trader-Id + Reserve-Prie Lot-rd 
+ Start-Time + End-Tie  

+ Auction-Type 

Trader- Id + Reserve- Rice Generate new 
Lot Stack + Sm-Tune + End-Time Incremen t instance 

+ Auction-Type 
Auctioneer instance 

Lot-Id + Description + 
Trader-Id + Reserve-Price 

Archive Lot + Swt-The + End-Tie  
instance + Auction-Type 

Fig.5.2 - Data Row Dia+- for the Lot Object 

The Lot DFD begins with the attributes, Lot-Id, Description, Trader-ld, Reserve- 

Price, Start-Time, End-lime and Auction-Type being entered into the process 

LOT.l. as shown in Fig. 5.2. This process constructs a new instance of the Lot 



object using the inputted attributes. Once created, the Lot instance is then 

ptaced in a Lot Stack. Such a stack would be structured in a manner where the 

lot with the earliest start time is at the top and the one with the latest start time is 

at the bottom. At the point that the system clock reaches an intended start tirne, 

the lot is removed from the top of the stack to be auctioned. 

In addition, the LOT.l process outputs the Lot-Id attribute into the processing 

units LOT.2 LOT.3 and LOT.4, which generate new instances of the Auctioneer. 

lncrement, Commission and Trade objects each of which are associated with the 

new Lot instance that has k e n  created. LOT.3 generates an lncrement instance 

by checking that the Auction-Status attribute of the associated Auctioneer 

instance has been set to the value 'open' indicating an open auction. The LOT.4 

process also checks the Auction-Status attribute however, in this case, for the 

value 'closed'. At which point it generates instances of the corresponding 

Commission and Trade objects. 

The final process LOT.5, uses the attribute of the Lot instance form the LOT.1 

process and places the data in a Lot Archive at the point which the Auction- 

Status is set to 'closed'. Such an archive could be accessed for future reference 

or inquiries. 

5-2.2 Trader Process 

This section presents the process analysis corresponding to the lifecycle of 

Trader Object. This process analysis is illustrated by the Data Flow Diagram in 

Fig. 5.3. The process labeled TRADER1 essentially constructs a new Trader 

instance by reading the att ri bu tes Trader-Id, Name, Address, E-mail, Credit and 

Trust-Rating that are entered into the on-line auction system by the trader. 

These are then outputted into TRADER.2, which proceeds to Save them. The 

information could be thought of as being stored in more or less a trader database 

as shown in Fig. 5.3. 



Trader-Id +Name 
+ Address + E-mail 

+ Credit + Trust-Rating \ Save TRADER2 Trader instance 

TRWERI 
Cmstnict new 
Trader instance Trader-ld +Name 

+ Address + E-mail 
+ Credi t + Trust-RaWig 

Fig.5.3 - Data Fiow Diagram for the Trader Object 

5.2.3 Order Process 

This section presents a DFD in Fig. 5.4 consisting of eight processes 

corresponding to the two States of the Order Object lifecycle: Verify Order and 

New Order described in Chapter 4. 

The first five processes represent the units needed by the Verify Order state 

where the on-line auction checks that the orders being entered by the trader 

comply with the rules of the auction type being used. The system has to be able 

to check: a) that the order has the minimum value required by the auction at that 

point (i.e. as determined by the current increment), b) the legitimacy of the first 

order entered into the auction, c) the placement of the orders with respect to 

each other, ci) whether an order may be published and finally e) the number of 

orders allowed in the auction. 



Verify with S m  

Not Legitimate 

Ver@ with Order 
Placement Ruies 

Not Legitimate Not Leg i tirnate 

Verify Nwnber of 

Lot instance - Svstem Clock 
Lot-Id Y 

ORDER6 ORDER.7 
Consmct New Assign Order (n) 
Order instance 

Trader-Id + b - I d  
Value + Value + T h e  + 
/ Trader- Id 

Left-Bid Order (n) 

Order Smck 
Trader Instance 

Trader-Id + Lot-Id 
+ Value + Order + Tme 
+ Value + Left-Bid 

Trader-Id + Lot-Id 
+ Value + Order + T i i e  
+ Value + Left-Bid 

1 
Auctioneer Instance 

Fig. 5.4 - Data Fiow Diagam for the Order Object 



In other words, the conditions and rules of the different auction types needed to 

verify an order are implemented into five separate process units. As Figure 5.4 

il1 ustrates, this involves going through a number of different process where each 

one acts as a test which. if passed. the order may proceed, otherwise, it is 

deleted- In a sense, these processes act as a checkiist that makes sure the 

order submitted by a trader is in accordance with the rules of the particular 

auct ion type. 

The first set of processing rules is represented by ORDER.1, which involves 

making sure that the value of the order is at least equal to the sum of the 

previous order plus the increment value of the auction at the moment. In other 

words, in terms of the object attributes as defined, Value (n) >= Value (n-1) + 
lncrement-Value where n represent the current order. If this is not the case, then 

the order is not valid. 

The second process, 0RDER.2 checks the initial order, first placed into the 

auction. The rules Vary from one auction type to another and are presented in 

the table 5.1 as If-Then rules. lt should be noted that these rules are based upon 

those given in Reck's paper [24]. Reck's rules are. however, slightly altered here 

since the ones he presents apply to physical auctions. Sorne rules changes 

have to be made in the case of on-line auctions. 

Table 5.1- Rules for Auction Start 

Some auction types have to begin with the placement of an ask (Start-1) whilst 

others with the placement of a bid (Start-2) as is shown in Table 5.1. In the case 

Rules Auction Ricing Mechanism 

Srart-1 

Start-2 

Start-1 
or 
S tart-2 

Start with an Ask 

Start with a Bid 

Start with a Bid or 
an Ask 

Englisû 

a 

S d e d  
-bid 

a 

Dutch 

a 

Japanesc 

a 

S d d  
-ask 

a 

Viclrery 

a 

Double 



of the Japanese Auction, the start of the process is with a signal to indicate that 

bidding may commence (Start-3). Finally, the Double Auction, may have a bid or 

an ask to start the auction. 

After the initial order is checked, the processing unit, 0RDER.3 of the DFD of 

Fig. 5.4 involves verifying that the orders comply with the placement rules of the 

particular auction type. These rules have been classified by Reck [24] and are 

seen in Table 5.2 with minor modifications. Four different possible rules are 

defined here with the nomenclature of Place-1 , Place-2, Place-3 and Place-4- 

Table 5.2 - Rules for Placing Orders 

Place-1 disallows any bids to be placed if there is no previous published ask. 

Place-2 imposes the same restriction except for the opposite situation where no 

asks rnay be placed unless a bid has been published. Place-3 enforces the rule 

that the Value attribute of sequential bids has to be increasing, as is the case in 

the English Auction pricing mechanism. The Place-4 rule restricts sequential 

asks to be strictly decreasing as in the Dutch Auction. The Double Auction obeys 

both the increasing and decreasing rules. 

The Order DFD also demonstrates that the orders have to comply with certain 

rules for publishing thern in the on-line auction system. The publishing of bids 

and asks provides al1 the traders participating with a view on the market situation 

of the on-line auction. Table 5.3 illustrates the two rules, Pub4 and Pub-2, for 

publishing orders and which auction pricing mechanisms they apply to (based on 

Reck [24]). 

Ru les Auction Ricina Mechanisin 

Place- 1 

Place-? 

Place-3 

Place4 

Place bid only after 
an ask is published 
Place ask cmly after 
a bid is published 
Bid prices 
Ascendinp 
Ask prices 

descendinp 

Double 

a 
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- 

Vickery 
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Engikh 
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Dutch 
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Sealed 
-ask 

kpanese 
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Sealed- 
bid 



Table 5.3 - Rules for Pubtishing of Orders 

Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4, the DFD also checks the number of orders that 

have been entered into the auction, This may be limited depending on the 

auction type. In Table 5.4, Count-1 allows only one ask per auction while Count- 

2 allows only one bid per auction. For example, with the English Auction, the 

auction begins with an ask which is entered by the auctioneer. Although bidders 

may then bid up the price from this original ask value, no more asks may be 

en tered. 

Rules 

Pub1 

Pub2 

Aucuon Pricinpr Mechanism 

Table 5.4 - Rules for Numkr of Orders 1241 

If the order entered is thus verified and legitimate according to the rules 

described above, then the DFD moves in to the ORDER.6 process where a new 

Order instance is created using inputted attributes. The Order instance attribute 

of Value is entered externally by the trader. The attribute, Tîme of order is 

received from the system dock. Finally, the Trader-id and Lot-Id are extracted 

from the Lot and Trader instances. 

Publish bids 
immediately 
Publïsh asks 
immediatel y 

English 

a 

The process 0RDER.7 provides the final attribute needed to define an Order 

instance, namely, Order (n). This process simply computes the order number in 

the order queue. Once this is complete, al1 the attributes resulting from both 

processes ORDER.6 and ORDER.7 are consequently entered into an Order 

Rules 
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O 

Auction Ricinp Mechanism 

Count- 1 
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bid 
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stack where the latest order is on top ( Le. highest Order (n) ). The final process 

ORDER.8 uses the Order instance attributes to update the History attfibute of the 

Auctioneer instance, which provides a summary of the current bidding situation in 

the auction. 

5.2.4 Auctioneer Process 

The Auctioneer lifecycle diagram in Fig. 4.5 represented the behavior of the 

Auctioneerobject by the distinct states that it goes through. The focus here is to 

analyze each of these states and examine the specific processing or algorithmic 

units that they are comprised of. This section, therefore, presents a Data Flow 

Diagram of the Auctioneer object comprised of seven different processes as 

shown in Fig. 5.5. 

The first process in the DFD is labeled AUCTONEER.1 and represents the 

construction of a new Auctioneer instance associated with a particular Lot 

instance. Such a creation process involves initializing ail the Auctioneer instance 

attributes to their default values. The Auction-Status is set to Mewing', the Price 

attribute is set to 'null' and the History attribute is empty. 

The second process AUCTIONEER.2 begins when the system dock hits the start 

time of the auction. This process updates the Auction-Status attribute of the 

Auctioneer instance to the value 'open'. The on-line auction system can now 

receive orders since the auction is open. When a legitimate Order has been 

entered (or the New Order state is reached by the Order lifecycle), 

AUCTIONEER.3 begins to calculate the current price of the lot using the Value 

and Left-Bid attributes of the Order instance. The rules for the price calculation 

are presenteci in Table 5.5 as they relate to each auction type [24]. 
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Fig. 5 5  - Data Flow Diagrarn for the Auctioneer Object 



Tabte 5.5 - RuIes for Cmputing the Rice 

Price- 1 

Price-2 

Price- 1 
or 
Price-2 

Mce-3 

When the system clock reaches the end time of the auction, the AUCTIONEER.4 

process sets the Auction-Status attribute to the value 'closed' as shown in Fig. 

5.5. At this point, the Trade Formulation State of the Auctioneer Object lifecycle 

is initiated where the Auctioneerinstance attempts to form a legitimate trade from 

the orders that have been entered by the traders into the auction. 

The processing unit here is AUCTIONEER.5, which is involved in checking that a 

potential trade is legitimate. In other words, whether the current conditions of the 

auction are in accordance with specific trade rules of the particular auctfon type. 

AUCTIONEER.5, thus, tests the legitimacy of the trade using various rules as 

shown in Table 5.6, based on Reck (241. 
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no trader has entered any bids. In the same fashion. Trade-2 does not allow a 

trade if no ask has been placed as is the case in the Sealed-Ask auction. The 

Double auction, may be forrned with either the Trade-1 or the Trade-2 rules. 

In any case, if the result of AUCTIONEER.5 process is a legitimate trade, then 

the Trade-Status attribute of the Auctioneer instance is updated to the value of 

'trade'. If the outcome of AUCTIONEER.5 is no legitimate trade, then the 

Auctioneer instance has the value Trade-Status set to 'passed'. 

Assuming that a legitimate trade has been established, the AUCTIONEER.6 

process looks to determine the winning trader (order). To do so, the Auction- 

Type attribute of the Auctioneer instance is checked to see which auction pricing 

mechanism is being ernployed. The rules by which the winner of the auction is 

determined were analyzed by Reck [24] and are modified here for on-line auction 

purposes as shown in Table 5.7. Each rule refers to what constitutes the winning 

order (thus trader) in the particular auction type. 

Rules Auction Ricing Mechanism I 

Table 5.7 - Rules for Determinhg the Winner of che .4uction 

Win-1 is the rule that is mostly used in auction systems where the highest bidder 

constitutes the winning trader. This rule applies in the case of the English, 

Japanese, Sealed-Bid and Vickery auctions. The highest bid constitutes the 

trade. In the case of the Dutch and the Sealed Ask auctions, the trader who 
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submits the lowest ask is considered the winner (Win-2). As for the Double 

Auction, both the Win-7 and the Win-2 rules may apply. A secondary rule, Win-3. 

or time priority, is also used in the English. Sealed-Bid, Sealed-Ask and the 

Vickery auctions in determining the winning trader. This implies that if two 

traders enter an order with the same bid value. the trader who chronologically 

enters it first is considered the winner. 

Therefore, the output of the AUCTIONEER.6 process is a value of the Trader-Id 

attribute, which is inputted into the corresponding Trade instance. The final 

process. AUCTIONEER.7, show in Fig. 5.5 above. uses the Auction-Type and 

the Price attribute from the Auctioneer instance to calculate the final trading 

price. Output of this process is naturally the price of trade. It is represented as 

the Trade-Price attribute of the Trade instance as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

5.2.5 Commission Process 

In the case of the Commission object, the processing involved can be abstracted 

using a relatively simple Data Flow Diagram as shown in Fig. 5.6. There are 

three processes involved here. The first process. COMMISSION.1 is a creation 

process that constructs the Commission instance using the Lot-ld attribute from 

the corresponding Lot instance. The Auction-Status attribute of the Auctioneer 

instance is responsible for triggering this process when it hits the value 'closed' 

indicating that the auction time period is over. 

The Auctr'oneer instance also controls the occurrence of the other two processes 

in the DFD, COMMISSION.2 and COMMISSION.3. If the Trade-Status attribute 

has a value of 'trade' indicating that the auction has reached a legitimate trade, 

then these two processes are initiated. Their purpose is essentially to compute 

the Buyer-Commission and the Seller-Commission attributes. according the on- 

line auction house commission rules. These values are then outputted into the 

Commission instance. 
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Fig.5.6 - Data Fiow D i a m  for ihe Commission object 

5.2.6 lncrement Process 

Two processes characterize the Data Flow Diagram shown in Fig. 5.7. The 

INCREMENT.l process is responsible for creating an lncrement instance. As 

mentioned in Chapter 4, there are two events that can trigger this process 

namely when the auction has opened (Auction-Status is set to 'open') and when 

a new Price attribute of the Auctioneer instance is generated based upon a new 

Order instance. 

The second process after creation, INCREMENT.2, uses the lncrement Instance 

to compute the Increment-Value attribute for the auction based on the current 



price of the Lot instance. This increment value is then used by on-line auction 

system to determine what the benchmarks are on the next order that could be 

pl aced. 
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Fîg.5.7 - Data Fiow Diagram for the Increment Object 

5.2.7 Trade Process 

This section presents a DFD corresponding to the two States of the Trade Object 

lifecycle: New Trade and Archive Trade. The DFD, as shown in Fig. 5.8 consists 

of two processes TRADE.l and TRADE.2. 

The first process, TRADE.1, constructs a new instance of the Trade object, as 

shown in Fig.5.8. One of the inputs into the process is the attribute Lot-Id from 

the corresponding Lot instance. This attribute as mentioned in the information 

analysis acts as the key attribute of the Trade instance. The Auctioneer instance 

inputs the Trade-Prie and the Trade-Status attributes whilst, the Trader instance 



enters the Trader-Id to provide information on the winning trader of the auction. 

Finally, the two values. Buyer-Commission and Selle~Commission are inputted 

from the Commission instance. TRADE.1, which is a creation process, thus 

combines ail these attributes and creates a Trade instance. The TRADE.2 

process subsequently takes the Trade instance and archives in a Trade 

database as shown in Fig, 5.8. 
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Fig.5.8- Data Flow Diagram for the Trade Object 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter has performed a Process Analysis on the on-line auction domain. 

Each state of the lifecycle of each object was analyzed by means of a Data Flow 



Diagrarn. Moreover, the rules that are used by the auction Pricing Mechanisms 

being studied in this thesis were also presented in tabular form. The process 

analysis forms the basis for a process model, which creates an inheritance 

hierarchical structure of the processes and rules of an on-line auction, as will be 

demonstrated in chapter 6. 



Chapter 6: Object Model of On-line Auctions 

6.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 established the user requirements that traders would have from on-line 

auction systems. This was followed by an Object Oriented Analysis in Chapters 

3.4 and 5 of the on-fine auction as a domain. Such an analysis was ultimately 

able to demonstrate the manner in which information, state and process 

cornponents may be represented by means af on-line audion objects, lifecycles 

and data flow diagrams. The next step is, thus, to use the insights that have 

been gained from this kind of analysis into creating a comprehensive model of 

on-line auctions. 

The model that is presented in this chapter essentially lays the basis for the 

Market Model Layer of the on-line auction system as discussed in Chapter 2. 

The challenge is not to simply create a generic model but rather one that can be 

easily extended and efaborated according to specific user requirernents. One 

way of achieving this is by making the on-line auction model component or object 

based [281. 

In the same manner as the analysis, on-line auction modeling could be viewed as 

an Object Oriented undertaking. As with any Object Oriented systern, the 

various object relationships, communication and processes have to be carefull y 

designed. In any case, the model that is present in this chapter is essentially 

composed of three components, each based on one of the previous analysis 

chapters and provide alternative views of an on-line auction. 

The chapter begins with the first component, which is an Information mode1 and 

is derived from the Information Analysis of Chapter 3. This is fotlowed by an 

Object Communication Model, which is constructed using the lifecycles of 

Chapter 4. Finally, the Object Access Model represents the results of the 



Process Analysis in Chapter 5. The chapter concludes by highlighting the 

advantages and benefits for constructing and using an Object Oriented model for 

on-line auctions. 

6.2. Object Oriented Models 

The analysis part of the thesis was concerned with the understanding of the 

domain and the requirements of on-line auctions. In this chapter, the thesis will 

attempt to create models of on-line auctions based on the resuits of each of the 

analysis components: Information, State and Process. Each component resulted 

in a number of graphical diagrams that were able to capture the data. lifecycle 

and process views of on-fine auctions. Therefore, a useful method to approach 

creating an object model of on-line auctions is to divide it into three components 

for each of the analysis chapters. 

This section will, hence be divided into three Object-Based models inferred form 

the three analysis parts of the thesis. The first rnodel is an lnformation Model 

that would essentially present the relationships between the on-line auction 

objects from a data standpoint. To represent the communication between on-line 

auction objects and their respective layering, dependence and hierarchy, Object 

Communication Model (OCM) is used. Finaily, the Object Access Model (OAM) 

uses the results of the process analysis allows to deduce the methods that are 

pertinent for the design 

6.2.1 lnformation Model 

The information analysis that was conducted in Chapter 3 was able to abstract 

the pertinent concepts of an on-line auction in terms of objects and attributes. 

The objective of this section is to take the results of this analysis and form a 

comprehensive lnformation Model of on-line auctions. In other words, a model 



that would represent the information needed for each of the components of an 

on-line auction and the relationships that exist between them [29]. 

Such a model could be created by means of an Information Model as shown in 

Fig. 6.1. The rectangles in this diagram depict each of the on-line auction 

objects and the lines connecting them represent the relationships that exist 

between them. In this model, relationships may be regarded as abstractions of 

the associations between the different objects in the on-line auction systern [30]. 

Each relationship is given a pair of identifiers that describes it from the points of 

views of the participating objects. For example, the relationship between Trader 

and Lot is such that a Trader instance participates in a Lot instance 

In the Information Model of Fig. 6.1, one observes that there are essentially three 

types of relationships between the objects in this model of an on-line auction. 

These relationships could be described as, one-to-one (1-1). one-to-many ( 1 4 )  

and many-to-many (N-N) [27]. To begin with, the oneto-one relationship 

signifies that for every existent instance of one object, there can only be a 

maximum one instance of the other object. This relationship applies in the case 

of the Lot object and its relationship with the Auctioneer, Commission and Trade 

objects. One finds that in this model, every Lot instance can have only one 

associated instance of the Auctioneer instance, which acts in the role of a 

coordinator for that particular lot. In the same way, there can only be one 

instance of corresponding instance of Commission (Buyer/ Seller commissions). 

Finally, a Lot instance is associated with only one Trade instance that indicates 

the final tradiny price or a 'passed status' for the lot. This is a useful design since 

one requires only the Lot-Id attribute to identify specific values Lot, Auctioneer 

Commission and Trade instances in the on-line auction. 

The second type of relationship, one-to-many, can be seen in the association 

between the Lot and the Increment Objects. In this case, for each instance of 

Lot, there can be a number of lncrement instances- The reason for this lies 



naturally in the fact that during the auction of the lot, there will be a number of 

different increment values as a result of changes in the price of the Lot As 

opposed to the Lot instance, the lncrement instance requires the attributes, Lot- 

ld and Price to define it uniquely. 
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Finally, as for the many-to-many relationship, the Lot and Trader object 

associations exhibit it. For every Lot instance. there can be many Trader 

instances. In addition for every Trader instance, there can be many lots that it 

may participate in. This relationship, however, can itself be 'objectified' or 

encapsulated. As show in the Information Model of Fig. 6.1. the Order object is 

used to represent the idea of the relationship between a Lot and a Trader. The 

Order object is referred to here as being an associative object 1271. As one can 

observe, the Order instances use both the Lot-Id and the Trader-Id as key 

attributes. In short, each Order instance (a bid. ask or left bid) can be thought of 

as being an instance of the Lot and Trader object relationship. 

In terms of the entire on-line auction system, the lnformation Model should reside 

in the Market Model Layer but would also lay the basis for data at the User 

Interface and Database layers. The Information Model can act. in a sense. as a 

Meta-Data representation that is common for the on-line auction system as a 

whole. 

6.2.2 Object Communication Model 

Now that we understand how the objects are positioned vis-à-vis each other from 

an information point of view, it its imperative that we comprehend the nature of 

the communication between objects. As the state anaIysis, in Chapter 4 

demonstrated. the lifecycle of each of the on-line auction objects is controlled by 

either external events triggered by system users or by interna1 events triggered 

by events generated by other objects- 

The state analysis, in Chapter4, was able to graphically depict the lifecycles of 

each of the objects of an on-line auction by identifying their pertinent States and 

events. This section will attempt to construct a mode1 that essentially provides a 

summary of the event communication between the lifecycles of each of these 

objects. To do so, the Object Communication Diagram, show in Fig. 6.2, is 



used. It is essentially a graphical summary of the event communication between 

the lifecycles of each of the on-fine auction objects (271. The idea of the mode1 is 

that it allows one to view the overall behavior and control that the objects exhibit 

on one another. Each object lifecycle is abstracted or encapsulated in the OCM 

by a rounded rectangle that is labeled with the name of the object [27]. Events 

that are triggered or result from the lifecycles (as was documented by the State 

Analysis) are illustrated. 
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As can be seen in Fig. 6.2, the Lot and the Trader lifecycle are generated by 

external events when a trader enters the lot attributes or his or her personal 

trading information. The Lot lifecycle. as was demonstrated by Fig. 4.2, 

generates a corresponding Auctioneer instance. which, in turn. controls Lot by 



means of the Auction-Status attribute. The Trader Iifecycle on the other hand 

generates Order instances. The Order lifecycle, as was demonstrated by Fig. 

4.4, produces a new order event (if the order legitimate) which is used to trigger 

the generation of a new Price attribute in the Auctioneer instance. 

The Auctioneer lifecycle triggers a new increment in the event that the Auction- 

Status is 'open' and a new price has been generated as was shown in the 

lifecycle of Fig.4.5. The Auctioneer lifecycle is also responsible for generating a 

new Commission and Trade instance when the Auctron-Status is set to the value 

'closed'. 

Such a communication rnodel reveals an interesting layering or hierarchy 

amongst the objects in an on-line auction, which was not obvious from the 

Information Model of Fig. 6.1. There are three levels in the model that can 

essentially be identified. At the top level, we find the Auctioneer object This 

object may be described as 'intelligent', in that it coordinates the other objects 

and provides the events needed to initiate them. 

At the lowest level, the Commission, lncrement and Trade objects are simply 

generated by responding obediently to events from above. They may be 

characterized as "dumb' objects that are activated as a reaction to events that 

occur. Finally, the middle IeveI is comprised of the three objects: Lot, Trader and 

Order. These objects may be referred to as agents since they act on behalf of 

external events. They receive events from extemal traders and generate events 

to the Auctioneer object. 

Such differences between on-line auction objects translate into differences of 

their knowledge of Me on-line auction system. At the highest level we find the 

Auctioneer object essentially incorporating the intention and purpose of the 

systern (auctioning of a lot). The Auctioneer object generates events to guide 



lower layer objects through their lifecycle and receives events from below to 

achieve the goals of the on-line auction. 

6.2.3 Object Access Model 

The Object Communication Model was instrumental in being able to identify the 

events that objects used to communicate between each other and thus 

establishing the layering profile for on-line auction objects discussed in the 

previous section. Another type of communication model that could be used for 

on-line auction could be one based upon the Process Analysis of Chapter 5. 

This model is referred to as the Object Access Model (OAM) and is shown in Fig. 

6.3 as it applies to the on-line auction objects [27]. 
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In the same way as the OCM, the OAM uses a rounded rectangle notation. 

However, in this case, the abstraction is that of the Data Flow Diagram rather 

than the object lifecycle. In other words, the rounded rectangles are assumed to 

denote the DFDs described in Chapter 5. One should note that, in the above 

model, the details of the DFDs are not transparent and are encapsulated. The 

only representation here is the communication between the various object DFDs. 

However, one may also notice that the processes dealing with the accessing or 

generation of attributes between object rather than intemal ones are rnentioned 

here. The idea is to be able to gain a global view of processing in on-line 

auctions, without the details of the interna1 processes of the individual DFDs. 

One can see from this model, that the communication between objects based on 

processing is quite different from that of the OCM (which is based on state 

events). In this case, the on-line auction objects at the top, namely Lot and 

Trader, get their attribute values from outside the system by means of trader 

entered lot and order attributes. As can be seen in Fig- 6.3, the DFDs of the Lot 

and Trader generate the Data Flow Diagrams of the remaining objects. At the 

bottom of the model, one finds DFD of the Trade object, which accesses its 

attribute values from the processing above it. This model could be thought of in 

terms of inputs and outputs. In other words, values are inputted into the Lot and 

Trader objects, and through the processing of the on-line auction objects below 

them, result in a Trade instance whose attributes could be thought of as the 

output of the on-line auction. 

6.3 Advantages of an Object Model 

The question here is what are the reasons behind designing the modeling on-line 

auctions in such a manner? More specifically, what are the advantages of such 

a model with respect to the user requirements that were highlighted in Chapter 

2? 



To begin with, the models in section 6.2 achieve a great deal of portability. In 

other words. an on-line auction server based on these models can be easily 

implemented in a variety of systems regardless of the details of the software or 

hardware involved. Moreover the model allows the components of the on-line 

auction to sit on a central server or be laid out in a more distributed fashion 

clients' machines. Such portability lies primarily in the Object Oriented nature of 

the on-line auction model. Other software components and clients can interact 

with the on-line auction server as an object without any required knowledge of its 

internai workings. 

Not only is such independence exhibited externally, but also within the on-line 

auction models. The strength of the model lies in that the rules (and its 

processing) are independent from the data (and its processing). One can thus 

define on-line auction rules and data without one affecting the other. For 

example, if one wishes to add a new auction rule to the on-line auction server, 

only the Auctioneer object (and its associate Rule tables) has to be altered whiist 

other components remain unchanged. 

Another great advantage to the use of an Object Oriented approach is the 

extendibility that it gives to the on-line auction. As was mentioned, the rule base 

may be easily extended. The same applies to extending data through the Lot 

and Trader Objects. The number of data attributes that are added to these 

objects may be altered without making any changes to other components. For 

example, if the on-line auction adrninistrator decided that a new attribute for 

traders such as a Trader Trust Rating is to be imposed, he or she can simply add 

it to the Trader object without making changes in other components. This ability 

to expand and extend allows one to adapt very rapidly to changing market needs 

and demands. 

Yet another important advantage to an Object Model is reusability. AI1 the 

objects within the on-line auction model rely on reusing the same processes or 



units of code highlighted in Chapter 5. Even more useful is the idea that the on- 

Iine auction model itself could be treated as one object- In a sense, each 

instance of the on-line auction rnodel (and its comprising objects) can be 

considered to be a distinct on-line auction. By means of reusability, unique on- 

line auctions may be created simply by reconfiguring the instances of the on-line 

auction objects rather than building them from scratch every time. 

Finally. the Object Model provides the ability to automate different parts of the 

on-line auction. Objects could be represented as agents can have the process of 

bidding and auctioning coded into them so as to act autonomously. For example, 

the Order object c m  be prograrnmed to be an automated bidding agent that 

independently places bids on behalf of a trader. 

6.4 Limitations of an Object Model 

In spite of the advantages of an object model in terms of the flexibility and 

adaptability described in the previous section, it is important to recognize that 

there also exist sorne limitations to such a rnodel. These limitations stem from 

both the methodology used and the area of application, on-line auctions. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3. the Object Oriented methodology is a very powerful 

and useful tool which, has been used quite frequently and successfully in the 

software industry. However, it would be too simplistic to suggest that such a 

methodology does not have any limitations of its own. Moreover. it would be 

incorrect to assume that, in particular, the Shlaer/Mellor method adopted by this 

thesis is not constrained in some ways. It is, therefore, very important to 

recognize what these limitations are. 

One of the limitations is the lack of standards and common practices in the 

Object Oriented world. Despite the flexibility that it gives the modeler, this can 

result in discrepancies in notation, semantics and procedure. As a result, many 



of the analysis diagrams and models can sometimes be ineffective or 

incomprehensible to other Object modelers and designers. This lack of standard 

methodology can result in difficulty comparing one model to another. A 

universally adopted methodology may allow different individuals to compare their 

work in a more practical fashion. 

Furthermore, the portability that Object Oriented Models hopes to achieve is 

impractical. In idealistic or theoretical terms, al1 Object Oriented systems are 

designed to operate in a variety environments under diffenng circumstances. 

Unfortunately, due to the vast heterogeneity that exists in today's computing 

systems, such portability is not realistically possible. Most Object Oriented 

systems can only be operated on a limited number of platforms and operating 

systems. 

As for the Shlaer/Mellor approach, tha main limitation lies in the fact that the 

methoddogy assumes and even imposes an information, state and process 

analysis for each object- For example, this could be a useless and redundant 

task in the case of many objects, which may not necessarily exhibit any 

interesting processing. The fact that the final models are dependent on such 

analysis means that al1 objects should be included. In reality many objects do 

not have to be necessarily described in, for instance, the Object Communication 

Model, since their roles are secondary or do not add any insight to the final 

design. 

With respect to the on-line auction domain, this thesis does provide an analysis 

and model of an important set of concepts. It does not, however, cover al1 the 

issues and topics that relate to on-line auctions. For example, an interesting idea 

that has been excluded from this thesis is that of an auction auditor. One may 

argue that this is quite an important concept that should have been depicted as 

an object and analyzed in terms of information, state and process in the same 

way as other objects were. This concept and others pertaining to auctions were 



not included in the thesis but could be important in the operation of some on-line 

auctions. 

This limitation also extends to the processing that occurs in on-iine auctions. The 

analysis and model, provided by this thesis, does not address certain functions or 

procedures, which rnay be important for an on-Iine auction. For example, 

settlement procedures could, indeed, be quite crucial for an on-line auction. 

Such procedures were not mentioned here. In the models presented here, 

processes of on-line auctions were assumed to be generic across the board- 

Although this is probably true for most on-line auctions. there are certain 

functions that might require inclusion for a complete model of a specific on-line 

auction. 

In conclusion, it is quite clear that the Object Oriented abstraction and modeling 

of the on-line auction domain that was done resulted in an "openn system. In 

other words a system, which did not cover many on-line auction issues but 

focused on a select number of them. Although it is beyond the scope of the 

thesis to model al1 things that relate to on-line auctions, it is important to note that 

other issues do exist and should be considered for future work. 

6.5 lmplementation 

Now that Object Oriented analysis and modeling of on-fine auctions has been 

conducted, the next step in the software engineering Iifecycle is that of 

implementation. It should be noted that the work in this thesis does not provide, 

by any means, a complete picture or scheme for implementation. Although, the 

model is a useful step in laying down some of the required logical elements for 

construction, there would be more work needed in terms of both analysis and 

modeling. 



The on-line auction model that has been presented can be irnplemented using 

one of the many programming Ianguages and hardware platforms in existence. 

The author's recommendation is to use either JAVA or C t t  since the 

programrning languages themselves are Object Oriented in nature. In addition, 

these two languages currently enjoy a great deal of popularity and general 

portability. One should recognize, however, that there would be logical 

boundaries specific to each of these languages and it is not simply a task of 

translating a theoretical model into working code. Therefore, the programmer 

has to be able to understand the nature of the irnplementation language and the 

advantages or limitations that it provides him or her with respect to the on-line 

auction model. 

In any case. one way of implementing the on-line auction model described in this 

thesis is the use of objects identified in Chapter 3 as the basis for the classes to 

be used in a language such as JAVA or C++. As an example, the Lot object 

(shown in Fig. 3.2) could be coded as a class illustrated in Fig. 6.4 (pseudo code 

is used here). 

class Lot ( 

in teger Lot-Id: 

Suin$ Description: 

in teger TraderJi: 

rcai Reserve-Mec: 

real S tan-Time: 

real End-Tme: 

Suing Auctiun-Type: 

1 
Fig. 6.4 - Pseudo code for the Lot Object 

As can be seen in Fig. 6.4, the object attributes are the ciass variables of the Lot 

class and could be accessible using the pseudo code notation 

Classname.Classvariable from any part of the system. For example, if I would 



like to set the value of the auction type to a Dutch auction, the pseudo code 

statement would simply be: Lot.Auction-Type := 'Dutch'; 

In the same manner that classes are defined using objects, methods could also 

be created. using object oriented languages, based upon the processes 

described by Chapter 5. As an example, let us take the process 

AUCTIONEER.3, which determines the current price of the lot. when a new order 

is entered into the auction, using the auction type rules described in Table 5.5. 

The pseudo code for such a process is the method show in Fig. 6.5. 

The method is named Determine-Price and uses the class variables (object 

attributes) of Lot-Auction-Type and 0rder.Value as inputs and the class variable 

Auctioneer.Price as the output of the method. Note that this corresponds to the 

Data Flow Diagram of the Fig. 5.5, where the AUCTIONEER.3 process uses the 

Auction-Type attribute of the Lot instance and the Value attribute of the Order 

instance to compute the Price attribute of the Auctioneer instance. 

Auctioneer-Price method Detemine-Price (LotAuction-Type, Order-Value) ( 

if ( Lo~Auction-Type := English*) or ( Lo~Auction~Type := 'Japanese') or (Lo~Auction-Type := 

'Seaieci-Bid') 

then Auctioneer. Rice := max(Order.Va1 ue): 

eIse if ( Lo~Auction-Type := 'Dutch') or (Lot,Auction-Type := 'Sealecl-Ask') 

then Auctionccr.Pnce := min(Orda.Value); 

elsc if (Lot- Auction-Type := 'Double') 

ihen Auctioneer.Rice := max(Order+Value) or min(Order.Vaiue); 

else if (LoLAuctionType := 'Vickery') 

then Auctioneer.Rice := sccondmax(Order.Vaiue) 

recurn Auctioneer.Rice: 

1 
Fig. 6 5  - Pseudo code for the AUCTIONEER.3 process 

Fig. 6.5 illustrates the Determine-Price method as essentially a number of if-then 

statements corresponding to the rules in Table 5.5. As one can see, the method 



itself uses other methods that would be defined elsewhere in the code. For 

example, the max(Order.Value) is a method which act essentially as a function 

that determines the highest bid entered by a trader. 

It is clear from the two examples given above, that the Object model, described 

here, can provide the initial logical step towards coding the various classes and 

methods needed for the Market Model layer of an on-line auction system. More 

importantly, it is also evident that the object models described here, provides one 

with a powerful tool which one can use to understand and retain a clear 

perspective of the entire on-line auction architecture regardless of the details of 

the implementation language. 

Finally, there are a number of on-line auction software packages that currently 

exist in the marketplace that represent finished products that have gone through 

the enti re software development lifecycle. Soma examples of such software, 

used for business-to-consumer and business-to-business auctions are 

LiveExchange by Moai Technologies Inc. 1341. OpenSite Auction Professional by 

OpenSite Inc. [35] and AuctionEngine by Delos Inc. [36]. It is interesting to note 

that these on-line auction software packages share many of the sarne 

functionality of the Object model described by this thesis in addition to a number 

of other features. 

The objectives of this chapter was to take the results achieved by the analysis 

conducted in chapters 3.4 and 5 and combine thern into an object-based model 

of the Market Model layer of the on-line auction system. The chapter presents a 

number of Object Oriented Models based on each of the analysis chapters. This 

resulted in an Information Model, an Object Communication h4adel and an Object 

Access Model of on-line auctions. These rnodels together form the three 

components of the on-line auction model. The advantage of such a model was 



demonstrated to lie in its portability, independence, extendibility, reusability and 

automation. Some of the limitations of the modef were in the areas of user 

requirements and functionality. 



Chapter 7: Future Work and Conclusions 

7.1 Recommendations for Future Work 

There are many opportunities to build on the analysis and the modeling 

conducted in this thesis. These opportunities are summarized in this section in a 

number of recomrnendations as follows: 

1. Continuous User Requirement Analysis: As the on-line auction markets 

continue to mature on the Internet, the user demands will continue to 

change and increase significantly- For on-line auction markets to remain 

competitive they have to be able to forecast these demands and examine 

what further requirement trends on-line traders are exhibiting. Otherwise, 

the very dynamic nature of such markets may result in some on-line 

auctions loosing their customer base [37]. The user requirements 

represented in chapter 2 are quite extensive, yet they have to be 

reevaluated and integrated into on-line auction systems on a continual 

basis. 

. . 
II. Alternative Methodologies: The ShlaedMellor Object-Oriented 

methodology is by no means the only methodology available for domain 

analysis and modeling of on-line auctions. To begin with, there are the 

other Object-Oriented methods which, although similar to Shlaer/Mellor, 

may be able to highlight other interesting aspects of on-line auction 

information and processing. However, in addition to object modeling, 

there are also the traditional structured methods and a variety of more 

recent ones. A good example is agent-based modeling vhere software 

components are analyzed as agents with differing degrees of 

sophistication [38]. The reader may have noted that in the mode1 of 

chapter 6, the two objects Auction and Trader-in-Auction were referred to 

as agents since they act as brokers for the other objects. In any case. the 



transition from object-based modeling to agent-based modeling could be a 

very interesting and useful exercise. 

iii. Extended rule engines: In the on-line auction model of this thesis the 

auction type rules were designed as If-Then tables that relied on natural 

language descriptions of auction pncing rnechanism rules. Moreover. the 

rules that were represented were limited to a number of auction types. 

There is definite room for extension here through the addition of other 

rules. Another interesting suggestion is that even non-auction pricing 

mechanisms such as 'fixed price' and 'private treaty negotiation" rnay 

also be integrated into the auction type rules. This rnay involve the need to 

re-architecture this structure to make it more simple or complicated 

depending on the pricing mechanism requirements. 

iv. Alternative 'intelligence' procedures: The Auction type rules were 

designed to rely on If-Then tables, which is a limited form of intelligence. 

The pricing mechanism rules rnay be represented by means of Artificial 

Intelligence structures. For example. one rnay imagine auction pricing 

mechanisms modeled using fuuy logic, neural networks, or genetic 

algorithms [38]. Such algorithms do not only abstract 'intelligence' but 

may also integrate machine leaming. Particularly in the case of 

evolutionary algorithms, the auction pricing mechanism rules rnay be able 

to 'leam' with the on-going activities of the on-line auction. One can 

imagine an on-line auction that automatically, and independently. employs 

different pricing mechanisms according to the current conditions of the 

market. For example, if there is a particularly heavy load, the on-line 

auction rnay use faster (but less price stimulating) pricing mechanisms 

such as the Japanese Auction. 



7.2 Component-based Commerce 

This thesis could be described as a research effort in accordance with the 

concept that has been recently referred to as 'Component-based Commercen. 

Cornponent-based commerce may be described as an 'Object-Oriented 

interoperabitliy framework in which al1 services and resources on the Web are 

treated as business objects that can be combined in novel ways to build virtual 

cornpanies, markets, and trading communities" f39J. 

The idea is that ecommerce applications and systems do not have to be 

completely constructed from scratch for every different type of product or service. 

Instead, electronic market systems can be based upon software components that 

can be combined, in a reusable manner, to produce a system suitable to both 

buyers and sellers. Using an analogy, Component-based Commerce attempts to 

identify 'Lego parts" that can be combined and configured in different ways to 

produce unique on-line trading markets. 

In addition, as more and more firms establish e-Commerce channels as an 

integral part of their product sales cycles, there will be more demand for what 

may be called a firm's e-Commerce resource library. Such a library would 

essentially be composed of software components that are needed to conduct e- 

Commerce in different environments. Component-based Commerce allows e- 

Commerce to be dynamic rather than static, thus enabling firms to react more 

quickly to changing market demands. 

A big element of any firm's e-Commerce resource library could be an on-line 

auction constituent. This thesis was able to lay the framework for such on-line 

auction software components in terrns of the data and processes that are 

needed. Further work on this framework may allow these components to make 

on-line auction system design and construction to become an engineering task 

that can respond to customized trader needs and trade processes [24). For 



example, if a certain firm has amassed a large number of products in inventory, it 

may decide to dispose of them by means of an on-line auction. Having an on- 

line auction as part of the f in 's  e-Commerce software component Iibrary allows it 

to be able to set up the on-line auction or enter its goods into a 'service bureau' 

operation easily and in a timely fashion. 

7.3 Conclusions 

The objective of this thesis, as it was stated in Chapter 1, was to construct a 

representation of the Market Model layer of the on-line auction system. In 

addition, the variety of existing on-line auctions and the way they differed from 

each other were noted. It was concluded that any mode1 of on-Iine auctions has 

to encornpass the fact that they are individually unique with specific trading 

community requirements. 

Chapter 2, therefore, endeavored to examine what the user requirernents for 

such a system would be. It was found, by means of observations and a variety of 

literature sources, that there were many trader requirements at a number of 

levels. Such requirements included different types of auction pricing 

mechanisms (English, Dutch etc.), commission structures, user interfaces etc. ft 

was also determined that what was needed was an analysis and modeling 

methodology that can capture these requirements and allow for their reusability 

and portability. This led the author to the Shlaer/Mellor Object Oriented 

Methodology for the object modeling of an on-line auction. 

The Object Oriented analysis in Chapter 3 focused on the information side of on- 

line auctions. This allowed one to abstract the pertinent concepts in an on-line 

auction as objects- These objects were found to be Lot, Trader, Auctioneer, 

Order, Commission, lncrement and Trade. Moreover, the analysis was able to 

identify the attributes needed for each of these objects. 



The behavior of these objects was subsequently examined by means of 

abstracting their lifecycles. This analysis, which was conducted in chapter 4, 

allowed one to identify each of the object states and the events that trigger them. 

Chapter 5, terminated the analysis by examining the processes in on-line 

auctions by creating Data Flow Diagram for each object. 

The results of each of the analysis chapters were represented in three models. 

The Information Model of the on-line auction revealed the various relationships 

and association between the objects. The Object Communication model based 

on the analysis of Chapter 4, demonstrated that objects in an on-iine auction may 

have diffaring degrees of intelligence and control. The top level represents 

objects which drive the middle ones which act as agent to produce other objects. 

The lowest level objects act simply as dumb ones that respond to events from 

those objects above them. Finally, the results of the process analysis were 

modeled as an Object Access Model, which abstracted the communication 

between the Data Flow Diagrams of the on-line auction objects. 
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Glossary of Terms 

Action: an activity or operation that is executed when an instance arrives in a 
particular state. 

Ask the cornmitment of a trader to seIl a lot at a specific value. 

Asymmetric market an market where information is not provided 
traders. 

equally to al1 

Attribute: a data element needed to specify an instance of an object. 

Auction: A market system that allocates lots by cornpetition of traders adhering to 
a prescribed set of rules. 

Auctioneel: the person or agent who has the rote of accepting bids and asks and 
generating trades as prescribed by the rules of the auction pricing mechanism. 

Bandwidth: the size of the communication pipeline that the on-line auction 
system uses. 

Bict the cornmitment of a trader to buy a lot at a specific value. 

Birth-to-Death Lifecycle: of an object is one where each instance is created and 
deleted or eliminated from the system within its lifetime. 

Circular Lifecycle: arises when an object portrays an operational cycle of 
behavior. 

Closed Auction: is an auction that has not yet opened or has been terrninated 

Commission structure: commission structure is defined to be a set value or a 
percentage of the final price. which is paid by the buyer or seller or both of them 
to the auction house. 

Cornpetitive Bidding a pricing method by which traders employ a form of auction 
to drive the price up or down. 

Component-based commerce: may be described as the Object Oriented 
approach to e-Commerce where systems are built by means of reusable 
business and trading objects. 

Data Flow Diagram: is a graphical tool that abstracts the data processes and 
transformations that occurs between objects within a system. 

LOO 



Database rayer: the database back-end of the on-line auction system. 

Double Auction: this pricing mechanism involves both buyers and sellers making 
bids and asks in order to exchange a single lot at a time. New bids and asks are 
entered by traders so as to improve on the best standing bid or ask made. 

Dutch Auction: this pricing mechanism begins at a starting asking p r i e  thaï is 
continuously lowered in pre-specified time intewals until a trader places a bid. 
The value of this bid sets the price 2t which the lot is sold. 

Dynamic Object an object whose attribute values change with the passage of 
time. 

E-Commerce: commerce that is conducted by sharing information using a variety 
of electronic technologies with buyers and sellers located over a wide geographic 
area. 

English Auction: is defined as an auction where the auctioneer seeks bids to 
raise the price until there is only one bidder remaining. 

Event: an incident or signal that causes transition from one state to the other. 

Fixed Price: a pricing method by which the client either accepts or rejects a set 
price. Even though the seller usually sets the price, the buyer may also post a 
price. 

lncrement: a value that wtren added to the latest order value is equal to the 
minimum value for the next order in an auction 

Information Analysis represents the information of a domain by means of 
abstracting conceptual entities into objects and attributes. 

Information Modet: portrays objects, their attributes and relationships as a 
graphical model. 

Instance: a specification of an object with unique values assigned to its attributes. 

lnternet Infrastructure Layer: represents the software and hardware technology 
foundations upon which the on-line auction system would reside. 

Japanese Auction: this pricing mechanism involves traders placing open bids in a 
very short period of time. Bidders may make adjustments to their bids very 
quickly either by an ascending or descending rnanner. The auction begins when 
the auctioneer gives a signal for the traders to bid. 



Lefi B i .  a special bid that a buyer may enter so as to indicate the maximum that 
he or she is willing to pay for a lot in a particular auction. 

Lifecycle: a description of the behavior pattern shared by al1 the object instances 
over their Iifetime. 

Load processing demands that the users place on the on-line auction system. 

Lot a good or a service that is up for sale at an auction. 

Market Model Layer. the software that defines the economic regime that is 
imposed on the particular on-line auction market 

Market Transparency refers to the amount of information that is available to the 
various parties using the on-line auction system 

Market View the information that is provided by the market to traders. 

Object Access Mode& a diagram that represent the various accessing processes 
between objects in system 

Object Communication Diagram: a diagram that depicts the event communication 
and hierarchies that exist between a systems' objects. 

Object Model: a model of a real world domain that is based upon the Object 
Oriented paradigm. 

Object Oriented Analyçis is a method used for identifying and understanding 
objects and the manner in which they behave and interact with one another 

Object Oriented Modek a model that uses Object Oriented Methodology. 

Object Oriented ParadiQm: the perspective that the world can be rnodeled as 
encapsulated objects. 

Object a perceived entity of a concept within a real world domain or system. 

On-line auction system: the information system that provides the capability to 
conduct an on-line auction. 

On-line auction: a form of e-Commerce that uses the auctioning pricing method 
over pre-specified time-interval. 

Open Auction: is an auction that is currently allowing traders to place bids or post 
asks. 



Orderi A message that a trader submits to an auction. An order may be either a 
bid or an ask. 

Price: the monetary value that is the outcome of the auction. 

Pricing mechanism: the "rules of interaction" that will yield a price by means of 
specific procedure. In the case of auctions, a pricing mechanism may be the 
English Auction, or the Sealed-bid Auction etc. 

Pricing the stage in a commercial process that constitutes the mechanism that 
ailows the parties involved to reach a consensus on the price of the item being 
sold. 

Private Treaty a pricing method by which the buyer and seller are expected to 
negotiate the price. 

Process Analysis identifies the processing that is carried out by the objects 
within the domain. 

Process a separate unit of computation in a software system. 

Response Time: the amount of time that the on-line auction system takes to react 
to a command entered by a user. 

Sealed-Ask Auction: a pricing mechanism where traders place sealed asks. The 
resulting price is that of the lowest ask. 

Sealed-Bid Auction: a pricing mechanism that relies on traders placing sealed 
bids on items or services that are offered for sale. The resulting price of the 
auction is that of the highest bid. 

Seftlement terms the terms of the auction that determine the method of shipment 
and the payment mechanism to be used. 

Seftlement: the stage in a commercial process that refers to the method by which 
the seller and buyer agree upon for the payment and shipment of the item that is 
sold. 

Shlaer/Mellor method: an Object Oriented Analysis method that was pioneered 
by Shlaer and Mellor. 

State Analysis aims at describing the behavior of objects over time. 

State: a condition of the object in which a defined set of rules, policies, regulation 
and physical laws apply. 



Static Object an object whose attribute values rernain the sarne with the 
passage of time. 

Symmetric market a market where information is provided equally to ail traders. 

Trade the agreement that binds a buyer and seller into a commercial contract as 
prescribed by the auction ruies. 

Trader View. the information that is provided by traders to the market, 

Trader. a user or an agent who is looking to buy or seIl a lot. 

Transition: the progression from one state to another. 

User Interface Layer. the graphical user interface front-end that exists between 
traders and the on-line auction system. 

User requjrement. a specific set of requirements that a potential user would have 
of an Information System. 

Vickery Auction: a variation on the sealed-bid auction. Its rules are the same in 
that the highest sealed bid wins. The difference lies in that the trade price is set 
by the second highest bid. 




